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Authoritas – An Introduction
Authoritas is an SEO and content marketing platform owned, designed and developed by the staff at
Analytics SEO Ltd, which is a UK registered company based in South West London. It is a SAAS (Software as a
Service) solution, which is used by SEO agencies and in-house SEOs to measure and monitor the
effectiveness of their SEO campaigns.
It can be used for:
 SEO campaign analysis and reporting
 Multi-site project and task management
 Pre-sales SEO reports (if you work for an SEO agency and are pitching for new business)
 SEO lead generation (if you’re an agency and white label the platform and advertise it as an extra service
for your clients to use; or if you make use of Authoritas’s lead generation tool – see
http://howgoodisyourseo.com)
As it takes data from several different data sources, it can provide significant time-savings over carrying out
the above tasks manually. The following data sources are some of the ones the platform uses:
 Google Analytics (using Google’s recommended OAuth2 authorisation) and Adobe Omniture
 Majestic
 Our own spidering (look out for Curious George in your server logs!)
 Google Webmaster Tools
 Google Adwords
 Google & Bing Suggest
 Querying search engines in over 160 different variants for keyword rankings, indexation and universal
search data
It consists of over 40 individual modules which are updated regularly. For a complete list and a breakdown
of how regularly each module is updated, please see Appendix A at the end of this manual.
Data can be exported in six file formats:
 PPT (simply upload your Microsoft PowerPoint template as a .pptx file in the Branding section, if you wish to
customise your PowerPoint exports)
 PDF (branded or unbranded)
 XLS (structured – the data for each module is exported as a separate worksheet within the exported XLS file)
 CSV – quick downloads directly from each module table within the main platform
 PNG & SVG – individual customizable charts can be downloaded in these formats for inclusion in your own
reporting templates.
Campaigns are very easy to setup and reports can be scheduled to be sent straight to your inbox.
This manual explains the functionality behind each module. It has been
produced in order to help our customers get the most out of the platform. If you prefer to watch videos then we have a Welcome Programme
(accessible from the “Videos” link in the Help menu). This consists of
seven introductory videos which cover a great deal of the functionality
within the platform. You may want to watch these videos and use this
manual as a reference tool.
If you have any suggestions as to how we could improve this manual or
have any comments to make on the platform in general, please contact
matt.otoole@authoritas.com.
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On-going Customer Support:
We consider it equally important to provide both great service alongside great software, so if you have any
queries regarding getting the most out of the platform, please feel free to contact us on +44 (0)208 977 4465 (Our
office hours are 8am to 6pm GMT). US customers can contact our Houston office (+1 (281) 816 5176). Alternatively, you can use the Support tab within the platform itself to log any queries:
Click on this and you will be presented with the following screen:

Just submit your query and we’ll try to respond within 15 minutes. All tickets are logged and our response times
are constantly monitored.
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Knowledge Base:
We also have a Knowledge Base (http://support.authoritas.com) to help clear up some common queries:

We want this to be an area which will not only help you to get the most out of the platform, but also one where
you can share ideas and discuss anything in relation to SEO and Social Media with other users of the platform, so
feel free to use the Forums available.
So if you have any queries at all, check the Knowledge Base, send us an email (support@authoritas.com) or ring us
between the hours of 8am and 6pm GMT/BST Monday to Friday (+44 (0)208 977 4465).

“Don’t fancy reading through a 150+ page manual?”
Then, why not watch the Welcome Programme videos instead!
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The User Interface & SEO Process within Authoritas

The data within the system is held within 40+ modules split over 6 main sections (Market Analysis, Technical,
Keywords, Pages, Links and Results). We also provide an SEO Dashboard to help with site and multi-site
management and also a Tasks tab to help with task and project management during SEO campaigns.

Drop Down Menus
In order to find individual modules you can use the menus. Simply highlight and click on the required module and
you will be taken straight to it. The menus also contain coloured indicators to allow a user to quickly investigate
high priority issues.

Scoring Indicators:
 Green – 100% (Passed)
 Amber – Requires Attention
 Red – Critical issue
o Non-scored module

Clicking on the Menu icon in the top left hand corner will hide the left hand navigation and make full use
of the width of your screen.

Accessing your Sites:
Click on Settings/Sites to access a list of the sites on your account that your
user profile has access to:
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Campaign Management

The sites you will see listed in the above dropdown list will be the ones for which you have been granted access by
your company’s system administrator in the User Permissions section of the software (Settings/Users). Click on the
required domain and the module you currently have selected will refresh.
You can have unlimited domains monitored on your account (although this does affect your account threshold –
please see www.authoritas.com/sme for details on the various standard packages we offer or check the Usage tab
(Settings/Usage) if you have admin privileges and are logged in). Once you have setup your first campaign for a
site, you can add an unlimited number of additional campaigns.

Against each campaign you can have:
 Up to 5 competitor domains
 Up to 20 search engines (for keyword ranking checks)
 Different competitors to the ones chosen for the first campaign (so you get more competitive ranking and link
data)
Filtered Profiles:
Please note that you cannot use additional campaigns with filtered Google Analytics Profiles, because if
you select a different profile for a second campaign, it will change the profile for the first campaign too.
This does work, though, if you have filtered profiles setup for different directories as you can enter them
as different “sites” on the platform. For more details on setting up filtered profiles, read this Google
article.
You might want to set different campaigns in order to assess your site against a different set of competitors with a
different set of monitored keywords. This is often the case where your site competes with a number of different
types of competitors and/or has a wide variety of products and competitors vary depending upon the product set
in question.
If you want to add or edit competitors on an existing
campaign, you can either edit the using the link in the Settings
menu:
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You can also use the Settings menu for the following functions:
 Edit Campaign Details – takes you back into the Campaign Setup Wizard, so you can change your campaign
settings
 Add/Edit Competitors – takes you to Step 2 of the campaign setup wizard, so you can change the competitors
on a campaign (you can have up to 5 per campaign, but remember, you can also create additional campaigns in
order to compare your site to more competitor sites)
 Add/Edit Search Engines – takes you to Step 1 of the campaign setup wizard so you can add or edit your search
engine selection for keyword ranking checks (you can have up to four per campaign)
 Configure Analytics – takes you to the analytics configuration screen, so you can configure Google Analytics
access (for Omniture integration, please email support@authoritas.com)
 Configure Webmaster Tools – takes you directly to the section for configuring Google Webmaster Tools
integration
 Add/Edit Brand Filters – takes you directly to the Brand Filter screen where you can setup the brand filters for
your campaign
 Set SEO Fees – allows you to add a monthly SEO fee into the campaign. This is used in calculating ROI figures
(e.g. average cost per conversion)
 Configure IntelliTraffic™ - takes you to the configuration screen for configuring IntelliTraffic™ (e.g. change CTR
rates)
 Sites – takes you to the Sites table, which will list all the sites on your account (that your user has permission to
access)
 Users – takes you to the Users table for your account
 Branding – takes you to the Branding section where you can upload templates, logos and change reporting
fonts
 Reports – takes you to the reports section, where you can create custom report templates, schedule reports
and access a report archive
 Company – takes you to the Company section
 Usage – takes you to the Usage table (visible to admin users only)
 All Settings – takes you to a screen which lists all the possible configuration links
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The User Interface:
At this point it is worth pointing out how each module is laid out. Load up any module – Page Speed under the
Technical section is a good example:

Within each module panel, you have a module title, a system score (and change since the campaign started), a
module description and a module status which will analyse the data and give you an idea of why your site has
been given a particular score for this module.
How Module Scores are calculated:
Most modules include a score. Some will not have a score and will show instead a grey info button – this happens
where we don’t consider them to be a ranking factor (Keyword Density) or when the system doesn’t have enough
data on which it can base a score (e.g. Keyword Rankings). The ways the scores for the other modules will vary,
depending upon whether the score is calculated as competitive gap score (e.g. Competitor Links) or as a
proportionate score (e.g. Crawl Health).
How the data is displayed:
The raw data is then displayed in one or more of four main ways:
 Line charts
 Bar charts
 Stacked column charts
 Pie charts
 Tables of text/numbers
All tables and charts within the system are configurable and dynamic (i.e. they will update and redraw depending
upon the options you choose – i.e. changing data sets, date ranges and choosing exact or trend data)
All tables showing under each module in the main UI can be downloaded quickly as CSV files using the download
icon in the top right hand corner of each table.
Furthermore, all the charts are individually downloadable. Just click on the download icon in the
top right hand corner of each chart and download the current chart view in either PNG or SVG
formats. The chart which downloads will be the view you have onscreen at that time.
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We refer to these charts as dynamic charts due to the fact that you can add/remove data sets, change date
ranges, tick trend data (or exact data) and they will update and redraw on the fly. To add or remove data sets,
simply click on a domain within the chart legend here:

And any removed data sets will be greyed out:

You'll notice the chart will update dynamically and you can see the Y axis changing to accommodate the smaller
subsets of data. This small feature can be very useful in practice as you may find that one of your competitors’
websites is significantly ahead or behind the other sites and is distorting the data to such an extent that it is
otherwise difficult to ascertain the smaller differences between the other websites without removing this data set
from the chart.
You can also change the date range here:

or show exact or trend data using the ‘Show trends’ box.
The module also includes data as to which team member that task is assigned to, when the data in the module
was last updated and when it should be next updated:

Project & Task Management:
In the task tables, you can make use of the built-in workflow part of the system. This part of the platform is well
worth using for the following reasons:
 Team Collaboration: if you’re a member of an SEO team where a single client account is worked by several
people as it enables you to see what comments other people have made regarding any specific issue
 Reminders: or (if you work on SEO projects on your own), it can act as a handy reminder of where you were up
to with any particular issue
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 Client task ownership: if you have setup a white label version of the platform and have given your clients a
login to the system, you will also be able to notify them of work they need to do and you can use this feature
to check when they complete tasks and as a means of communicating with them
 Working across different time zones: similarly, if you use offshore contractors of have overseas offices where
some SEO work is done, this simple feature can save you sending some emails to people working in different
international time zones and having to wait for a reply before you can update a client as to the status of any
particular SEO campaign
In this area, you add substantial date-stamped notes (or the system will add some notes into this section
automatically too):
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As you can see from the above screenshot, you can also record details in the Task Management panel:
Enter start and due dates for the task, together with an estimate (in hours) of how long you expect the task to
take.
If you assign a task to a specific user and tick the notify box, that user will automatically receive an email like the
following one:

The Actual time and Billable time sections will automatically add the times you have recorded against the notes
in the Task Activity panel.
You can update the Task Progress:

If you mark the task as complete here, the system will automatically add the Completed date in for you; or you
can enter it yourself.
You can also set a priority of high, medium, low.
All this will then be reflected in the Tasks section of the system.
The Tasks tab is our task management system where you can create/edit and assign tasks during a campaign. If
you are just reading this manual for the first time as you find your way around the system, it is worthwhile at this
point, skipping to the Tasks section of the manual as it will help you to understand the logic and process that is at
the heart of Authoritas (then skip back here!).
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DASHBOARD: This Site

The “This Site” section of the dashboard gives you an overview of the performance of a single site. The panels
shown in this section are customizable – just click on the Panels link at the top of the screen.

Site Analysis Scores

This panel shows you the system’s scoring for each section of the platform. The scores are calculated using various
algorithms depending upon the module in question and these are summarized into section scores. They can be
helpful in identifying areas of SEO weakness for any site and for showing a client where problems with a website
may lie. The changes next to each score reflect the changes in the scores since the start of the campaign.
By default, these are now hidden when you first login, as we plan to replace the scoring system in Version 6 of the
software.
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Key Performance Indicators
The Key Performance Indicators panel displays
changes in key areas. The source of a lot of this
data is Google Analytics (Organic Revenue, ECommerce Revenue and Organic Visits e.g.). It
can be useful to produce this as a PowerPoint
slide for client reporting as it can summarize a
lot of the data clients are often interested in
seeing (e.g. 1st page visibility, traffic and
revenue) and it exports nicely onto a single slide
(or as an Excel file):
P.I.T. (Point in Time) Comparisons:

The system will manipulate Google Analytics and other data in various ways. One of the useful ways of using the
KPIs on the dashboard is to monitor trends in traffic, revenue and conversions. The P.I.T. abbreviation stands for
“Point in Time”. This can be a very useful piece of analysis as it helps you to quickly understand if your site is
trending up or down over different time periods. In the above example, there were 310 Organic Visits to this site
in January and 213 in December. That represents a 46% increase from one month to the next. If you then look at
February’s numbers, you can see that the site has received 98 Organic Visits up until this date (11th February
2013). At the same point in time, the number was 88:

This represents an 11% increase for this period (the 1st of the month until the 11th), so
the site is already trending upwards 11 days into the new month. These calculations
work, regardless of the date range you chose in top right hand corner (Campaign, Week,
Month, Quarter, Year):

To download just this section, click on the Report link (towards the top of the interface) and select Site Overview.
The file which downloads will give you the data you currently have displayed in the UI.
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Excel version:

PowerPoint Version:

Currently, there are 13 available KPIs:
 No of Organic Keywords (generating traffic for your site over the selected period)
 Organic Visits (for the selected period)
 Organic Conversions (for the selected period)
 1st Page Keyword Ranks (for the selected period)
 Total Inbound Links
 New Inbound Links (for the selected period)
 Organic Goal Revenue (for the selected period)
 E-Commerce Revenue (for the selected period)
 E-Commerce Transactions (for the selected period)
 All Site Visits (for the selected period)
 Organic Average Bounce Rate (for the selected period)
 Organic Page Views (for the selected period)
 Organic Average Time on Site (for the selected period)1
You can change which KPIs print out on the Site Overview report by simply selecting which ones you want
to display in the UI. To configure the visible KPIs, just click on the grey cog icon.

1

- Please note that the Average Time on Site is an Average of the daily reported Time on Site for the period selected returned to us through
the Google Analytics API. This might be slightly different than if you select the same date period in Google Analytics as Google Analytics
takes the Total Number of Entrances – Total Number of Exits / Number of Sessions for the period to calculate this number.
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Priority Action Grid

This is a simple time management tool. The software will analyze all the system’s modules and populate this grid at the start of a campaign
with any modules which return critical (red) or warning (amber) scores; any module receiving a ‘Passed’ or 100% score will not appear in
this grid.
The modules will appear in default positions in terms of urgency and importance. However, you can move the module names around and
the grid will save the new position. Clicking on the name of any module will jump you to the module in question.
You can also remove modules from this grid altogether by clicking on the X at the end of each module name. You can also reset the grid by
clicking on the reset icon at the top right hand corner of the grid (the reset icon also lists the items which have been removed from the grid
since the start of the campaign). If you reset the grid, all the modules will return and will return to their default positions.
This tool exports nicely as part of the Site Overview report into a single PowerPoint slide and can be used for client reporting in order to
show a client where your main focus will be during an SEO campaign or to highlight the important areas of required work. As with the KPIs,
to download just this section, click on the Report link and select Site Overview.
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DASHBOARD: All Sites
All Sites Performance

This gives you an overview of your overall SEO performance for all your campaigns and sites for which you have
been granted login access by your company administrator.
A head of an SEO team might want therefore to ensure he has access to all the agency's sites on the system so he
can use this for internal or external (e.g. pre-sales) reporting to show how effectively his SEO team is managing
current SEO campaigns. Similarly, an account manager might want to just have access to his own sites and use this
to check on his overall performance for all his clients.

Compare All Sites

This section allows you to quickly see if there is any particular site or campaign you should
examine in more detail (by clicking on the site name). If you have the Grid view selected,
you will be shown a screenshot of the site’s homepage, the name of the campaign and then
several configurable KPIs. To customize which KPIs are shown on this screen, just click on
the small grey cog icon and you will then be presented with a box which will allow you to
select the KPIs:
If you select the Table view, you will be presented with a filterable table which can be downloaded to CSV. This can
be especially useful if you want to provide a roll-up summary report to a client covering all their sites.
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Site – allows you to filter by selecting all sites or particular ones.
Campaign – filter by particular campaigns (remember, you can setup up an unlimited of different campaigns for
each site on the system – see Adding New Campaigns or Editing Existing Ones)
Campaign Expired – end dates for campaigns are set in the campaign wizard, so this confirms whether the
campaign has effectively expired when taking into account the end date specified when the campaign was setup.
Organic Visits – organic traffic over a moving period of 30 days (based on data collected daily from Google
Analytics) – (the Grid View also shows the change since the campaign start)
Organic Visits Change – changes in the metric over the given period (shown as a percentage increase/decrease)
Goal Conversions – number of assigned conversions (requires setting up of goals in Google Analytics))
– (the Grid View also shows the change since the campaign start – NB: not available for campaigns configured for
Omniture data
Goal Conversions Change - changes in the metric over the given period (shown as a percentage
increase/decrease)
Goal Revenues – goal revenue (requires setting up of conversion revenue in Google Analytics) - NB: not available
for campaigns configured for Omniture data
Goal Revenues Change - changes in the metric over the given period (shown as a percentage increase/decrease)
E-Commerce Transactions – number of E-Commerce transactions (requires Google Analytics integration)
E-Commerce Transactions Change - changes in the metric over the given period (shown as a percentage
increase/decrease)
E-Commerce Revenues – total value of E-Commerce revenue (requires Google Analytics integration)
E-Commerce Revenues Change - changes in the metric over the given period (shown as a percentage
increase/decrease)
Average Keyword Rank – average keyword ranking improvement across all your monitored keywords (number of
places), plus the Grid View will show a percentage equivalent of the change since the start of the campaign
Average Keyword Rank Change - changes in the metric over the given period (shown as a percentage
increase/decrease)
Total Backlinks – total number of backlinks as reported in Majestic’s fresh index (updated daily), plus change since
campaign start
Total Backlinks Change - changes in the metric over the given period (shown as a percentage increase/decrease)
KPIs Set – Yes/No – have you set your KPIs in the Results/Result v Target module? This allows you to use Google
Analytics data to help you set and track goals for your SEO campaign (go to Result vs Target and click on the Set
Campaign Targets button to set these up).
The above numbers will reflect the date range you select in the table:
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This can be very handy if you want to analyse at a glance which sites and campaigns have been performing best or
worst over different periods of time.
As you can display a great deal of data in this table (using the Select Columns tool), we have also included a quick
way to expand the table. Simply click on the crosshairs to toggle between narrow and wide views:

If you click on the blue highlighted numbers in any of these columns in
either the Grid or Table view, you will be taken to the relevant module
where this data is shown.
If you have a large number of sites on the system, you can also search
by domain here.
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MARKET ANALYSIS: Competitive Audit

We perform a daily site audit against your competitors to show how you compare across a number of different
factors that are part of our fundamental SEO checks. We keep track of the results so that you can use this as
another indicator that your SEO campaign is going in the right direction.
This is another good example of how we can different sources of data and produce one really useful module. For
example, you can see here that we have imported Majestic data - number of inbound links, unique referring
domains, unique referring IPs and C-Class subnets (which are an indication of website sources), as well as the
number of pages Majestic has in its fresh index as compared to the search engines.
We also include a deep link ratio score, plus all the basic site health check data (sitemaps, robots.txt, etc), and
then analyse the respective domain ages, Page Ranks and Alexa rank scores too.
Then we take all these factors into account when producing our own summary score and this will show you your
site's respective position against up to five competitors (together with the change since the campaign started).
It can be useful for an SEO agency to use this table to help set realistic expectations at the start of an SEO
campaign. It exports nicely in all formats (especially PPT) and can be included in full if you're using the system to
run pre-sales reports if you're an agency trying to generate new SEO business.
If you want to narrow this table to a few select competitors, then you simply need to click
on the grey cog icon (Select Columns):
The contributing factors:
 Inbound Links – this reports the total number of inbound links Majestic is reporting in
its Fresh index.
 Referring Domains – the number of unique referring domains is a significant ranking
factor which can help your optimization efforts. Getting a good number of high quality
links from a variety of reputable domains is often a good way of helping your own site to rank well. This
number is calculated based on the data taken from Majestic.
 Referring IPs – the number of unique IPs providing backlinks for your site and your competitors’ websites.
 Referring Subnets (C Class Linking Blocks) – IPs are bought in blocks, so analyzing C Class subnets can be a way
of identifying variety in a backlink profile as it can be an indication of site source. It isn’t currently the
mainstream view amongst SEOs that Google has included this as one amongst 200 ranking factors, but when
taken as a proportion of the total number of inbound links and/or unique referring domains, it can give an
indication as to a site’s backlink profile and can help to identify possible use of link farms.
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 Deep link ratio –number of deep links (the number of links to pages other than your homepage) ÷ total
number of links. Deep links help with rankings as it can indicate that you are providing good relevant content to
searchers.
 Page Rank – your score based on Google’s PageRank algorithm (from 0 up to 10); it can be useful as a general
indicator, but sites with poorer PageRanks can sometimes rank higher for certain keywords than sites with
higher PageRanks.
 Alexa Rank – Alexa Rank is based on tracking which is done through the use of the downloadable Alexa toolbar.
It is heavily US-skewed and isn’t representative of the whole internet, but can be a good indicator of how well
your site is doing against your competitors (the lower the number the greater number of visitors your site is
getting).
 Pages indexed in Google & Majestic – We compare how many pages each of your competitors has listed in
Google, together with the number of pages found by Majestic's spider when it crawled your site as it tries to
crawl your site in a manner that broadly reflects the behaviour of a search engine robot.
 Page load time (ms) – Clearly to be successful online you want to create the best possible user experience. One
key factor is how long your home page takes to download. For this reason we compare your server response
time against your competitors.
 HTML/XML Sitemaps – An HTML sitemap is simply a list of pages on your site, usually nicely ordered and
sometimes with useful descriptions.
 Robots.txt – this alerts you if your site has no robots.txt file or it is incorrectly configured. A properly
configured file can help you direct search engines that obey the Robots Exclusion Protocol to the important
parts of your site and can stop them indexing content that you do not want indexed. We check for your
robots.txt file as part of our daily health check and we will automatically flag the Create Robots.txt task as
complete in the Tasks tab once your developer has put one on your site. It is not a big job and should take any
decent developer less than half an hour to write this for you - unless you have a huge site!
 Custom 404 page – Conventionally, most servers are configured to tell a user or a search engine when a page is
not found (with a 404 error). If you adopt this approach you can then customise the error page with any or all
of the following: your own friendly comment, a link to your home page, other related links, a search form and a
site map to help the user or search engine continue their search.
 Domain age (years) – The age of your domain may have some influence on your ranking. There is some debate
about this amongst SEOs and rather than reiterate that here, why not check-out Ann Smarty’s excellent
summary here: http://www.searchenginejournal.com/domain-age-how-important-is-it-for-seo/7296/
 Overall Score & Your Rank – We compare your site with all of your competitors across a range of important
factors. (If you have no competitors you can add them from Step 2 of the Site Config Wizard available from the
Quicklinks menu). We then score points depending upon how you perform vis-à-vis your competition for each
factor. Some elements are weighted more highly than others in our scoring system.
 The main thing to focus on here is have you got ‘ticks’ in all the right boxes; and can you try and outperform
your competitors across the board on the majority of elements. If you can, then over time you should see your
search engine rankings and website traffic increase.
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MARKET ANALYSIS: Market Visibility

The Market Visibility module can be used for market research and competitive gap analysis, helping you to
understand and identify:
a) How much more potential traffic there is for the keywords you already rank for
b) Who your competitors are for your monitored keywords (beyond the five you are monitoring on each
campaign)
c) How much traffic they may be getting based on analysing the respective rankings and (cumulative) search
volumes for each of these keywords
d) New potential link sources or partners that may prove useful
e) Movers and shakers – which sites are gaining or losing visibility
Please note the following:
 The chart will show a bar chart for the periods where it doesn’t have historical data (e.g. weekly) and will
display a line chart, so you can analyse the change in market visibility over time for periods where the
platform has more data
 You can select up to 10 sites to be shown on the chart by simply selecting the rows in the table
 You can display overall visibility or display visibility for individual keyword groups
 As this is based on your monitored keywords, it may include both brand and non-brand keywords
In order to produce this table, we take check the ranking positions of all your monitored keywords, acquire the
search volume for each keyword and then multiple the search volume for the period you select under the chart
typical CTRs for that site’s ranking position. This gives us the likely visibility (organic visits for each site for each
keyword). We do this for every single one of your monitored keywords, in order to produce a market visibility
report for those particular keywords.
You can click on the numbers in the Keywords and URLs columns to get an exact breakdown of the ranking
keywords and ranking URLs for each site. This will generate a list of keywords or URLs on screen:
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The CTR calculations
We always many tens of thousands of sites monitored by the system and have the luxury therefore of being able
to collectively analyse the data for all these sites. This has enabled us to develop our own CTR algorithm which
should more accurately reflect actual CTRs on an ongoing basis than many previous one off studies at guessing
CTRs have done, as it is based on GWT click data from thousands of sites.
Market Categories
As well as allowing a user to analyse their market share by keyword group, you are also able to categorize sites.
This can prove to be especially useful in excluding websites you don’t actively compete with, even though you do
share online visibility with them (e.g. wikipedia.org).
In the top left hand corner of the table, you will see a ‘Bulk Options’ dropdown menu. This allows you to setup
new categories and bulk assign sites you highlight in the table to existing categories.

Of course, this table can be exported into Excel as part of the Competitors & Keywords report or downloaded in
CSV and PDF formats.
So what does it tell you?
 It will give you a way in which you can estimate your site's 'market share of organic search'
 It also helps to identify competitors you may not have your radar and ones which you may not be monitoring in the particular campaign you've setup for this site
 It is also helpful in determining overall marketing strategy as you will normally identify link prospects
here as well as blogging, forum and expert advice sites which could be directing traffic on to your competitors' websites through forum posts, blog posts or banner adverts.
 It can also help you to identify market leaders in your site's vertical market over time and may give you
some idea of the campaigns you should be mirroring. For example, if you see someone generally ranking
significantly higher than you, then you may want to examine other parts of the system in relation to that
competitor - for example, in examining the Competitive Audit table (found further up in the Market Analysis section) - or you might want to look at their backlinks (using the Links/Competitor Links module) or
examining their on-page optimisation using the Keyword Density tool (under the Pages section) as this
will allow you to scan any competitor's URL to identify which of your top traffic keyphrases they might be
focusing on.
 It helps you to easily assess your website’s traffic potential (for your monitored keywords)
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TECHNICAL: Site Audit

This module gives you a technical overview of issues for your site. It is broken into 3 sections (Site, Indexation and
Crawl Health), plus a summary pie chart.

Mobile friendliness
This checks whether your site meets Google’s test for being ‘mobile
friendly’ or not. If for any reason, your site fails this test, you can hover
over the ‘No’ link and a box will appear giving you the reasons for the
failure:
If you want advice as to how to make a website more ‘mobile friendly’,
then Google’s own testing tool offers plenty of good advice.
HTML & XML Sitemaps
These checks are done as part of the daily health check. They simply try to find a HTML or XML sitemap. We look
for your sitemaps using standard file locations and file extensions as set out by W3C standards (see
www.sitemaps.org) - in all 27 different common locations:
/sitemap.php

Html

sitemap/sitemap.jsp

Html

site-map.aspx

Html

sitemaps/sitemap.htm

html

sitemap.html

Html

html-sitemap/sitemap.html

html

Sitemap

Html

useful_links/site_map.aspx

html

sitemaps/sitemap.asp

Html

sitemap/site-map.aspx

html

sitemap/sitemap.asp

Html

/sitemap.xml

xml

sitemap/sitemap.htm

Html

sitemap.gz

xml

sitemap.jsp

Html

blog/sitemap.xml

xml

sitemap.asp

Html

sitemap_index.xml

xml

sitemap.htm

Html

googleSitemap.xml

xml

sitemaps/site-map.aspx

Html

sitemap/sitemap.xml

xml

sitemaps/sitemap.jsp

Html

sitemap/xml/sitemap_index.xml

xml
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sitemap2.xml

xml

sitemap.php

xml

site-map.xml

xml

However, if, for any reason, the system can't find one because you have put your sitemap in a very specific
location, then you can tell the system where to look by clicking on the “No” link and entering a URL. The system
will then immediately check that location and update the Site Audit module.
Custom 404
This part of the Site Audit module simply checks whether we can find a custom 404 page on your site.
You might want to make them entertaining as they can act as linkbait. These are some of our favourite examples:

If you’re in need of other ideas, then you might want consider
looking at sites like http://www.fab404.com/
which provides some examples of entertaining ones:

Some website designers even add
animation and interactivity to their
404 pages. This Blue Fountain Media one of our favourite 404 pages,
even if it has been made using
Flash!
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Robots.txt
This checks whether we can find a robots.txt file on your site. We will analyse this file and report on any pages
that are blocked by your robots.txt file in the Crawl Health module.
Domain redirect
This check is really a canonical domain check as it simply checks whether your main canonical URLs (e.g.
http://www.example.com and http://example.com) resolve into one.
NB: If you’re looking for ways of checking on potential duplicate content issues, we also report on rel-canonical
values in the Content Analysis module.
Unfriendly URLs
This checks all the URLs on your site which our spider has crawled in order to determine whether they can be
considered search engine friendly or not (if you have administrator privileges, you can set how far we go in
crawling your site from the Usage settings in the My Sites section).
If you click on the Unfriendly URLs summary box, you will be shown the URLs the system considers to be
unfriendly and the reason for this. SEOs will have their own views on some of these issues, so if you disagree with
any individual finding, you can simply ignore these findings (ensure the “Unfriendly URL” column is shown by
using the cog icon).
Dead Links – 4XX (Client Error)
We will show you all the dead links our crawler has found. You can click on the dead link to verify it is indeed
producing a 4xx type error. You can also export this table as an Excel spreadsheet and send it over to a webmaster, for example, in order to have these issues resolved. You may want to ensure you have setup a Custom 404
page, of course.
You may also want to make a note of the ‘External Links In’ to these dead pages. The reason this is a useful
exercise is that these external referring domains are linking to dead pages. You are therefore potentially missing
out on valuable link juice and it could also mean that any referral traffic you are receiving from such links are
hitting a 404 page and possibly leaving your site.
5XX (Server Errors)
5XX (or server) error codes are returned by your web server when something happens that prevents a user's or
search engines' request from being completed, i.e. the server is unable to complete the request. Google does not
like encountering websites which provide lots of 500 errors as it creates a poor user experience.
302 (Temporary Redirect)
Temporary 302 redirects are used by webmasters to redirect users and search engines from one URL to another
temporarily. 301 redirects transfer almost all link value but 302s pass little or no value and this can negatively
affect your website’s performance in the SERPs. It is therefore generally good practice to always use 301s where
you can.
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301 (Permanent Redirect)
Permanent 301 redirects are used by webmasters to redirect users and search engines from one URL to another.
These links pass SEO value and are a good thing to use when you are redesigning your website and changing URL
structure and content.
If you have setup some 301s to allow for changes in site structure, checking whether our bot can pick up on those
will be a good indication of whether the search engines' bots will also notice such changes.
With 301s, there are a few considerations:
1. Redirect chains are often considered bad e.g. www.example.com/some-url/ -> 301 Redirect -> 301 Redirect ->
301 Redirect -> www.example.com/some-new-url/. Many SEOs believe these do not pass any value at all.
2. Some SEOs believe that all 301s are fine as they generally do a good job of passing link equity.
3. Some other SEOs believe that although 301s are fine, direct links are better than 301s if possible e.g. if a 301 is
there you could change internal / external links to reflect the new link to create a direct link. There are also
theories from leading experts that the redirects are likely to decay over time more than a direct link would.
Our advice would be to remove any "redirect chains" or redirects that forward to another redirect. We would also
suggest that you make a judgment call on the site when considering internal changes - for example, if you are
working on Amazon.com and there are 301 redirects in the footer / navigation that could easily be changed, you
would probably add a little bit of value to each page and this value would be multiplied over millions of pages; this
would therefore be worthwhile. However, if it is a small site it would probably not be worthwhile. We would
generally expect that a majority of websites would benefit more from internal link building activities than
changing 301s, but it is still something we need to report on so you can make this judgment as an SEO based on
your knowledge of the client and the KPIs you are working towards during the campaign.
Indexed Pages
This measures how many pages of your site Google is reporting as having registered in its index. We actually get
these figures by automatically running a Google ‘advanced operator’ each day (e.g., site: www.authoritas.com).
Google’s official line is that the site: command returns a sample of pages in their index i.e. not a super reliable
measurement or finite metric of a sites pages in their index. So, it is only ever an estimate, but is a good tool for
assessing competitive gap and judging whether your competitors are increasing or reducing the size of their own
sites. In particular, you can use it for:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Identifying trends over time.
Matching indexation against algorithm updates.
Benchmarking against your competitors.
Identifying critical domain-wide penalties!
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Clicking on the Pages Indexed number in the Site Audit module will redirect you directly to the Indexation module
itself:

Of course, it can also be a fundamental indicator of how authoritative a search engine perceives your website to
be. Simply put, more pages indexed = more traffic potential as it means that your website has a wider of keywords
or keyphrases it could rank for, although Matt Cutts of Google has said that just having a large site doesn’t
necessarily mean that it will outrank smaller competitors.
Indexed in Google, Yahoo & Bing Local
These check whether we can find a listing for your site in Google Maps, Bing Maps and Yahoo Maps. For most ecommerce sites, this will not be a relevant module.
If, however, you feel that you need a local listing with the search engines and don't yet have one, then instructions are to be found in the help copy explaining how to set this up.
You will also need to ensure that your business name rather than your domain is entered in the Business Name
field in Step 1 of the Campaign Setup Wizard, as Yahoo Local in particular only works with business names:
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TECHNICAL: Crawl Health

The Crawl Health module will give you access to the detail behind the Site Audit module. It reflects all the issues
we have encountered when crawling your site. The chart will give an impression of the growth or decline of these
issues over time.
The table can be filtered and easily downloaded.
Page – the URL we have spidered
Status – the HTTP status of the page (also indicates whether pages are being blocked by meta tags)
Unfriendly URL – if the URL of a page is considered unfriendly to search engines, the reason will be shown in this
column
Speed – this will give the download speed for the HTML of each respective URL, i.e. the time taken from
requesting a URL to being server that URL (it does not include all external files which may also require
downloading)
Canonicals – this will show the canonical value for any URLs that have a rel=canonical tag (these can help to deal
with potential issues with duplicate content)
Internal Links In – number of links pointing to this URL from other pages on the same domain
Internal Links Out – number of external links from this URL to other pages on the same domain
External Links In – number of links from other referring domains pointing to this particular URL
External Links Out – number of links from this URL pointing to URLs on other domains
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Crawling sub-directories:
Most parts of the system operate on the domain (or sub-domain) level. The site spider will only crawl within the
specified sub-directory you specify if you set up a campaign that way (e.g. www.analytics SEO.com/blog rather
than just www.analytics SEO.com), but keyword rankings, inbound links, and sitemap checks all operate on the
domain. We are looking at implementing further support for specific directories in the future, particularly for our
enterprise clients where language-specific subdirectories are very common site structures.
At the moment, you can setup sub-directories to be crawled when you first specify the domain in the campaign
setup wizard. However, this does have implications for how the rest of the platform responds to this kind of
setup.
These modules work OK with sub folders:
 TECHNICAL: Crawl Health
 PAGES: Top Pages (dependent upon Google Analytics, so, again, you would need a folder-specific Google
Analytics profile)
 PAGES: Content Analysis
 PAGES: Image Errors
 PAGES: Keyword Density
 The RESULTS section (but only if you setup a Google Analytics profile specific to that sub folder rather than the
whole domain)
- essentially, most of the modules which relate to our daily health check or spider
These don't:
 MARKET ANALYSIS: Competitive Audit (due to the nature of the data in this table – e.g. backlink numbers relate
to the main domain)
 LINKS: Link Analysis (as the data from Majestic is domain-specific)
 PAGES: Unindexed Pages (because it also takes into account pages linked to from external links and top
trafficked pages)
For a complete breakdown of module dependencies, please see Appendix B.
However, we do plan to introduce greater support for crawling sub directories in Q3 2015 as part of an enterprise
crawler specification.

Crawling from specific landing pages:
An example of this is where you have specific URL (e.g. folder/index.html) which contains directory links to other
areas of the site. In this case, a normal spidering job would be looking for links beginning index.html/ and as it
may not find any, it will stop crawling. If you have a particular website architecture which requires us to crawl
from a specific point in the site’s architecture like this, then please raise a support ticket and provide us with the
details, as we can manually start these particular spidering jobs in order to overcome this obstacle.
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TECHNICAL: Page Speed

Page speed monitoring is included in the software as it has been considered a ranking factor by Google since 2010
and most SEOs still will want to monitor this over a reasonable period of time. It is especially useful to keep an
eye on it if, for example, you're planning (or have just completed) any website redesign work and want to check
that the new designs do not have a negative effect on the load time of your homepage. It has also become
incredibly important, due to the growth in mobile and tablet searches (over Wi-Fi, 3F and 4G). Issues with page
speed can affect your bottom line, as users get frustrated waiting for pages to load and either don’t convert as
well as they might have or leave you page to find a speedier competitor’s website.
This module will test the homepage of your website, using YSlow’s 23 recommendations:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

Minimize HTTP Requests
Use a Content Delivery Network
Avoid empty src or href
Add an Expires or a Cache-Control Header
Gzip Components
Put StyleSheets at the Top
Put Scripts at the Bottom
Avoid CSS Expressions
Make JavaScript and CSS External
Reduce DNS Lookups
Minify JavaScript and CSS
Avoid Redirects

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

Remove Duplicate Scripts
Configure ETags
Make AJAX Cacheable
Use GET for AJAX Requests
Reduce the Number of DOM Elements
No 404s
Reduce Cookie Size
Use Cookie-Free Domains for Components
Avoid Filters
Do Not Scale Images in HTML
Make favicon.ico Small and Cacheable

As you can see from the table below, the platform will then report on specific issues you need to address in order
to improve your page speed:
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You’ll also notice that the system will help to automate the resolution of these issues by automatically creating
specific tasks where issues have been discovered:
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KEYWORDS: Keyword Rankings

Keyword Rankings is the first module in the Keywords section. With this module, you have a table and a chart in
the main UI (shown above), which you can use to monitor changes in rankings for your monitored keywords.
The table enables you to quickly identify significant changes in keyword performance in the SERPs. The rank and
change (shown in brackets) for each keyword and for each search engine will reflect the date range you’ve chosen
in the “Show dates” drop down menu. If you change the date range, both the chart and the table will refresh to
show you different data. The rank changes are calculated by working out the difference in the nearest ranks to
the beginning and end of the selected period. If you see “N/A”, that simply usually means that the platform
doesn’t have enough data to show you the rank change for the selected period – e.g. because you have selected
“Last 3 Months” and only recently added a keyword onto the system, so it will only have the latest rank and will
not know what the rank had been at the beginning of this period.
Best Ever Ranks:
You can use the column selector (cog icon) to add in columns to show the best rank for each keyword for the
selected period. These show up as columns with five pointed stars:
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Rank and Rank Change:
You will also notice that if you use the cog icon (Select Columns) tool, you can have either the “Rank and Change”
column selected or you can have the “Rank” and “Change in Rank” split into two columns. This allows you more
flexibility in manipulating the ranking numbers in Excel, in order to work out which keywords have moved up and
down over the chosen period. See this article on our blog for an example of what you can then produce in Excel
relatively quickly.

Mobile Rankings

The platform also supports ranking checks for mobile devices (tablets and phones).

In order to get the system to make these checks, you will need to select the mobile option when you setup a
search engine for the campaign. You can do this when you first create a campaign; or, alternatively, you can edit
an existing campaign and add the mobile ranking checks as a secondary search engine choice. Go to Settings >
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Add/Edit Search Engines and select the appropriate option (we do recommend making a mobile ranking check
your first search engine choice, as the search volumes we show in the system relate to searches from all devices
(desktop and mobile)).

You will need to specify whether you want us to check ranking positions
based on desktop or mobile searches. As you can see from the above
screenshot, you will be able to check for ranking positions for iPhone users,
iPad users, Android phone and tablet users, etc. NB: as we have to make
individual queries for all of these that each check is a separate query and
so will use up a single Keyword Ranking unit on your account.
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Domain Alias Rank Checking:
By default, the platform, when performing keyword rank checks, will search for your site (as it has been added to
the platform), the standard www sub domain, the root domain and the standard mobile sub domain. For
example, were you to add http://example.com as a site on your account, when performing ranking checks for
your monitored keywords for that site and campaign, we will also check for the appearance of
http://ww.example.com and http://m.example.com in the SERPs (Search Engine Ranking Pages) and report on
the ranking position of the highest instance for every monitored keyword.
However, the platform also supports rank checking for all possible domain aliases (*.example.com). With this
enabled on your account, you will need to tick the box above the Keyword Rankings table (green arrow). You will
then see an extra column appear, labelled “Domain” (red arrow). This functionality will then report on every
instance of your sub domains ranking for a particular keyword (orange arrows), not just the highest position and
show you each ranking url (purple arrow):

Because it also reports on ranking URLs and is reporting on every instance of a sub domain ranking in the SERPS
for your chosen monitored keywords, this can be very useful for showing where you rank for multiple URLs, even
for the same sub domain, as you can see from the following example:

NB: this is currently supported at account level, so if you we turn on this feature for your account, it will affect all
sites and campaigns on your account. If you would like us to check all sub domain variations when performing
rank checks, please just contact support@authoritas.com.
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Keyword Ranking Frequency:
We run keyword rankings checks through our own managed service which is monitored regularly to ensure we
achieve maximum uptime from our servers. At the moment, we run these checks every week for standard and
free subscribers and daily for customers on paid Pro+ subscriptions or above (you can also add daily rankings as
an ad hoc feature to your account, for a small additional monthly charge).
We will only check the first ten pages (100 results) of a search engine before stopping. If you see a rank of >100 in
this table, this will mean that the site has not been found for that phrase on the first ten pages and is therefore
considered ‘unranked’ by the system.
If you see a dash or hyphen (‘-‘) against a keyword rank (in the main Monitored Keywords module and in the
Organic Rank column in the Keyword Research tool), it means that in that particular week, we weren’t happy with
the results we had returned from the search engine and we’ll re-check that keyword again the following week.
This only happens very rarely, though.

Monitoring Keyword Movements:
The system will also double check any major movements. For example, if a keyword rank has jumped up or down
more than 10 places since the last report, we will check this individual keyword rank a further 3-4 times in order
to verify this movement. The system will also learn from such movements in order to determine where such a
movement is anomalous or not.
It is worth remembering that you can use various types of filter here. First of all, you can use the columns headers
to sort the table. Simply click on any column heading and it will re-sort the table.
You can also filter this data by using part of a keyphrase:

(Remember to press Enter to get the table to refresh!)
… or by using an existing keyword group:

You can also filter by search engine or you can use various mathematical filters here in the columns headings. For
example, if I simply type here '1-10', this column will almost instantly refresh to show me all my current rankings
of the first page of a search engine or for a group of (up to 20) search engines.
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But you can break down this down even further, by using similar filters in other columns. You could get this table
to show you which of these keywords were ranking last month on Page 1.
Other similar functions work too - for example, the < sign and > signs also work here, as you can see:

Customising the Monitored Keywords Chart:
This module also includes a customisable chart. Here, you can individual select which of your monitored keywords
or groups of keywords to monitor over time and save the resulting graph down as a PNG. If you're working for an
SEO agency, this can be useful for showing a client the movements of selected keywords over time. To do this,
simply filter the table and the selected keywords (highlighted in yellow) will automatically be added to the chart:
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NB: the resulting view you have onscreen will also be the view of the chart which is exported on any PDF or
PowerPoint reports.
Below the table, you will notice an “Only Show Selected” option and a Reset link. The former will narrow the table
to the ones you have selected to appear on the chart. The Reset link will remove all filters from the table.

Below the chart, you will also notice that the module shows when it was last updated and when you can expect it
to update next. We run keyword ranking jobs every week for free subscribers and paying customers, but we offer
daily ranking checks for customers on Pro+ packages or above.
A general note about Keyword Rankings:
Keyword rankings are a complex area to discuss. There are a number of factors that affect keyword rankings,
which are becoming more diverse including the following:
1. Geographical location
2. Personalization (e.g. browsing history)
3. Google split / multivariate testing SERP results
4. Google counter measures for scraping (i.e. if Google thinks you are running automated queries against their
services it can serve poor / no results at all or even block you)
5. Social factors (e.g. your social connections browsing activity and Google+)
We believe our keyword rankings to be some of the best available in the marketplace. We have developed our
own systems to check rankings and also make judgment calls about the quality of the results, so if they appear
biased in any way they are automatically re-queued to be checked again.
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KEYWORDS: Keyword Visits

This module will shows you the number of organic visits your keywords are generating over a period of time. If
you have enabled IntelliTraffic™, then you will get this data broken by for each keyword (in the table) and by
keyword group (in the chart). Otherwise, the task status message will report on the percentage of keyword visits
showing in Google Analytics as ‘not provided’ and you will see visit numbers for each keyword, as it is reported in
Google Analytics (which will usually just reflect visits from non-Google sources (Bing, Yahoo and MS Ad Center,
e.g).
Table Columns:
Keyword Group – the keyword group the keyword belongs to
Current Visits – the cumulative total for the selected period for that keyword
Previous Visits – the total number of visits for that keyword over the 30 day period preceding the period covered
by the Current Visits number
Change - denotes the change in visits for the selected period
%age of Total – the number of visits this keyword generated for the selected period, represented as a percentage
of the overall total
Please note that the table will show visit estimates for your monitored keywords and for all the keywords we
have imported from your Google Webmaster Tools account (this requires configuration).
This module can be useful for identifying whether your work on specific keywords is having the desired effect on
traffic during an SEO campaign. We would also recommend you use the Keyword column and filter by head term
to see if improving rankings for a head term is having a knock-on effect on long tail terms.
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KEYWORDS: Universal Rankings
This module will analyze page 1 of the SERPs for the type of search results seen for each of your monitored
keywords and then provide the above breakdown. If your site (or your client’s site) is struggling to rank well
organically, it can be useful to check this table to quickly identify if there may be universal results you could
possibly rank for instead.

The table provides the breakdown by keyword. It can show the universal search order on Page 1 of your primary
search engine and whether your site has an image rank, video rank, etc within those universal results on Page 1.
This module can be very useful for local SEO as it shows different types of Places results in Google.
What differentiates “Universal Rank” from “Organic Rank”?
Universal rank will give your highest overall position, taking into account all types of results. Here are a few
scenarios to illustrate further, taking into account the Universal Order (the order of results that appear on page
one of the SERPs):
Keyword #1:
Organic Rank – 3
Image – N/A
Universal Order – organic (5), image (3), organic (2)
Universal Rank – 3
This site is only ranking organically for this keyword and whilst there may be image results appearing on page one
of the SERPs, this site does not rank as an image result (hence the “N/A”).
Keyword #2:
Organic Rank – 6
Image – N/A
Universal Order – organic (5), image (4), organic (1)
Universal Rank – 10
Same scenario as with Keyword #1, but this time there are four image results on page one and the site is ranking
6 organically. This effectively means that the universal rank for that keyword is actually 10 as it will appear as the
last organic result on page one, below the 5 organic results and the 4 image results.
Keyword #3:
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Organic Rank – 1
Image – N/A
Video – N/A
Universal Order – image (4), video (3), organic (5)
Universal Rank – 8
Now the site ranks organically at 1. Sounds great, right? However, it’s not so great when you consider that
because of the order of results, that organic rank only appears below 4 image and 3 video results. Because of the
space these type of results take up in the SERPs, this probably means that that organic result appears somewhere
around the fold and the site might therefore get a lot less traffic than you would normally expect from a top
organic listing.
Keyword #4:
Organic Rank – 5
Image – 1
Video – 3
Universal Order – organic (4), image (2), video (3), organic (5)
Universal Rank – 5
Now the site ranks organically at 5, but it also ranks in those video and image results. This also sounds great,
right? And it probably would be in practice as it would provide lots of opportunity for click throughs. Here, its
universal rank is 5 because it is ranking as the first image out of those 2 image results, which is the 5th on the
page, below 4 organic results. Its video rank of 3 means that it would also appear at the bottom of the 3 video
results that appear below the organic and image results and it would also be then at the top of the second set of
organic results further down the page.
Keyword #5:
Organic Rank – 1
Image – 2
Video – 1
News - 2
Universal Order – organic (3), image (4), news (3), video (3)
Universal Rank – 1
Now the site ranks top organically and it also ranks in video, image and news results (this is probably highly
unlikely, but I’m just explaining the logic here!). This doesn’t matter in terms of calculating a universal rank as the
highest result for that keyword is that top organic rank, so both its organic and its universal rank would be 1 in
this scenario.
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KEYWORDS: Ranking Summaries

This module will display both a chart and a table, both of which summarise your overall keyword performance
over time and show you how many top ranks you've been getting, how many keywords ranking between 2 and 5
on page 1 and so on. You can have the data displayed as a stacked area chart (shown above) or a stacked column
chart:
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It can be filtered by branded and non-branded terms, by search engine and by keyword group. What you might
therefore want to look at first therefore is what proportion of top rankings you are currently getting for nonbranded terms as these to be the terms you should be competing for. Your website should tend to rank well for
your own branded or trademarked terms, although you might to check to see if any competitors are trying to
compete your branded terms too. Brand filters are setup in the Keyword Research section (use the Settings menu
– “Add/Edit Brand Filters”).
This table can be exported as part of the standard Keywords report in Excel, PDF or PPT or as part of a custom
report. It can also be downloaded very quickly as a CSV file.
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KEYWORDS: Monthly Keyword Rankings

This module will average out your weekly keyword rankings into a monthly average. If you download this table
(either as a CSV from the quick download icon in the top right hand corner of the table) or as an Excel report, you
will get a full history report out of the system.
Please note that there are various ways of exporting keyword ranking data out of the system:
 From the Keyword Rankings module
 From the Keyword Research module
 From the Ranking Summaries module
 From the Competitive Rankings module
 By downloading the new standard “Keyword Ranking History” report from any Reports link – this exports all
the week by week or day by day data instead of month on month!

KEYWORDS: Competitive Rankings
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You can use the table and chart in this module to compare rankings for your chosen keywords versus those of your
selected competitors on your current campaign for the first ten pages (or 100 results).
Authoritas offers some of the most accurate keyword rankings available in the market and we recommend
keyword rankings are regularly monitored. They are often the most understood and compelling types of data to
use when communicating to clients and stakeholders. Competitive keyword rankings are also strongly recommended for use in pre-sales pitching (and research).
This module offers some of the most useful insights in the software in relation to keyword rankings, as it
benchmarks your performance against your competitors and this is one of the most important SEO concepts to
grasp. Keyword rankings are often a leading indicator to help analyse a campaign’s performance, although
Authoritas recommends that conversions, organic visits and other visitor- related metrics in your analytics data
should be considered to hold more weight. It is also best practice to consider multiple metrics and that these are
not necessarily always the same metrics for each campaign, but should be based on the SEO campaign you are
actually running at that particular time.
This table is filterable in the standard ways (i.e. you can click on the column headers or use ‘1-10’, ’11-20’, ‘<5’ type
filters in the white column header boxes). It can also be downloaded quickly as a CSV file - just click on the
download icon in the table itself - or as part of a normal Excel, PDF or PPT export.
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KEYWORDS: Keyword Potential

This module can be helpful in ensuring you have selected the right keywords to monitor during a campaign. We
recommend you filter by un-monitored keywords and then examine the results. It will show you how much traffic
you are getting for each keyword and where you are currently ranking for each.
If you filter by 11-20 in the Rank column, you can narrow down the table to show you your currently unmonitored
keywords ranking on Page 2. You can then see what the system is suggesting may be the resulting increase in
traffic were you to manage to get these keywords onto Page 1 at either Rank 10, 5 or as a top ranked keyword.
These are, of course, only ever estimates and are based on historical click through research data. However, it often
the case that movements from ranks of 11 and 12 onto rank 9 or 10 can result in disproportionate increases in
traffic due to the importance of getting good Page 1 visibility in the SERPs.
The way in which the platform calculates whether a certain keyword has any further potential takes into account
existing position, search volume (from Adwords) and existing visit data. Here’s a complete workflow which
explains the logic:

KEYWORDS: Keyword Research
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In order to tell the system which keywords to monitor for weekly ranking checks, you need to go to the keyword
research section of the software which is the last module listed in the Keywords section.
Here you can monitor performance in more detail and also conduct keyword research in order to determine
which keywords to monitor for your particular SEO campaign. This is probably one of the first places you should
be going to when first setting up a new SEO campaign.

We will automatically populate this table for you by taking keywords from your Google Analytics account and by
also crawling your competitors' homepages and your own homepage. In order to help you with your keyword
research, we run the first keyword ranking checks for you for free at this stage (i.e. they don’t count towards
using up your monthly keyword monitoring threshold
on your account).
We also allow you to upload your own set of keywords
Simply click on the “upload keywords” button and cut
and paste or enter your keywords here, one per line.
When you import them manually like this, you can
decide to either monitor the keywords immediately (or
un-tick this option to import them for keyword research
purposes initially). If you decide to monitor these
keywords, the software automatically queues and runs
keyword ranking jobs for these keywords. This enables
the keyword rankings for these to come in line with the
other ones you already have within the system.
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The first thing to do here is to decide what data you want to display in this table. To do this, use the Select
Columns feature, which is accessible by clicking on the small grey cog icon in the top right hand corner of the
table.
You will then be presented with a large list of options:

This list shows you at a glance how the system will take data from several different data sources and mix them
together into one really useful module. So, for example, we have our own system filters, Google Analytics data,
keyword ranking data, our own Universal Search analysis, plus data we obtain from Adwords.
Simply select the data you want to use for your keyword research and you'll notice that the table will instantly
refresh itself in the background. When you're happy with your selections, click anywhere on the background to go
back to the table itself.

o
o
o
o
o
o


Keyword
Monitored Keyword – whether we are currently monitoring this keyword
Brand keyword – is this a branded term? (how to setup brand filters is explained later in this manual)
Word Count – allows you to focus on head terms (1-2) or long tail (>4).
Keyword Group – allows you to organize your keywords by making use of the keyword groups you will setup.
Source – where the system got this keyword from
Created – the date the keyword was first recorded in the system
Long Tail – whether the keyphrase is considered ‘long tail’, rather than a head term. On our platform, we do
the following with GWT and GA Keywords:
o

o

For GA, since we can't really rely on the actual figure of visits reported in GA (due to "not provided"):
1. If a phrase searched for in the last 30 days has less than 6 keywords, and is in the top 25 phrases bringing visits,
these are added as short tail.
2. If a phrase searched for in the last 30 days is in the top 50 phrases generating conversions, these are added as
short tail.
3. Finally, all other phrases from the last 3 days are added as long tail.
For GWT, we have more accurate data, so we use visits:
1. If a phrase searched for in the last 30 days has more than 10 visits a month, we add this as a short tail keyword.
2. Finally, all other phrases searched for in the last 3 days that generated less than 10 visits a month are added as
long tail.

 Analytics Traffic Data
o PPC Visits - total number of visits from your Pay Per Click campaigns in the period
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o PPC Conversions – total number of conversions from your Pay Per Click campaigns in the period
o PPC Revenue – total revenue by keyword from your Pay Per Click campaigns in the period
o Organic Visits - total number of organic visits for this keyword in the period (either imported from Google
Analytics or, if you have enabled IntelliTraffic™, estimated using the data sources you have configured for
IntelliTraffic™.
o Organic Conversions – total number of organic goal conversions in the period (requires Google Analytics goals
setup in your Google Analytics account)
o Organic Revenue - total revenue by keyword from natural search listings in the period (requires Google
Analytics goals setup in your Google Analytics account)
o Landing Pages – this column will display what Google Analytics is reporting as the pages where the most traffic
is being sent for that particular keyphrase (over the past 30 days). You can therefore put this column alongside
the Target URL column in this table in order to assess the effectiveness of your landing page optimization
efforts.
o Target URL – you can specify your preferred landing page for this keyword and compare it to the Landing Page
column which will show you is the actual page your primary search engine recommends searchers visits when
they have searched for this keyword). You set a target landing page, by selecting one or more keywords and
using the Actions column.
 Organic Ranking
o Organic Rank – the latest rank for this keyword in the SERPs – for your primary search engine in this table – you
can see the ranks for other search engines in the main Monitored Keywords module in the main UI; this is
updated weekly if you’re monitoring this keyword.
o Best Rank –the highest rank we have recorded for this keyword
o Campaign Start Rank – the rank for this keyword in the SERPs for your primary search engine at the start of
your SEO campaign (can differ from Initial Rank)
o Initial Rank – the first recorded rank for this keyword in the SERPs for your primary search engine (this may
differ from Campaign Start Rank if you added this keyword part way through an SEO campaign)
o Rank Change from Initial – the change since the campaign start or the initial rank for that keyword
o Ranking URL – the URL which was ranking for that keyword in the SERPs when we last checked
 Universal Search
o Universal Rank – the rank of the first result this keyword appears in for your domain on Page 1, taking into
account all universal types of result (shopping, images, video, etc)
o Universal Rank Change – the change in your Universal Rank since we started monitoring this keyword
o Video Rank – the rank of the first Video result for your domain for this keyword in the Universal Search results
on Page 1 of your primary search engine
o Image Rank - the rank of the first Image result for your domain for this keyword in the Universal Search results
on Page 1 of your primary search engine
o Shopping Rank - the rank of the first Shopping result for your domain for this keyword in the Universal Search
results on Page 1 of your primary search engine
o Places Rank - the rank of the first Places result for your domain for this keyword in the Universal Search results
on Page 1 of your primary search engine
o Books Rank - the rank of the first Books result for your domain for this keyword in the Universal Search results
on Page 1 of your primary search engine
o News Results – indicates whether News Results appear in Page 1 of the SERPs for this keyword
o Realtime Results – indicates whether Realtime Results appear in Page 1 of the SERPs for this keyword
o Search Box – indicates whether a Search box appear in the search results on Page 1 for this keyword
o More Results – indicates whether a More Results link appear in the search results for this keyword
o Site Links – indicates whether do Site Links appear in the search results for this keyword
o Breadcrumbs – indicates whether breadcrumbs appear in the search results for this keyword
o Authorship – displays the number of results for each keyword which are generated in the SERPs as authorship
results
o Universal Order – a breakdown of the order of the types of results as they appear on Page 1 of the results from
your primary search engine for this keyword
 Potential
o Competition – the strength of the competition for this keyword as indicated through the system obtaining data
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from the Google Adwords API
o Search Volume - the keyword volumes shown here are global exact match estimated volumes from your
specified market (Step 1 of the campaign wizard) or from Google.com (default). You will find, in practice, that
they are slightly different from the volumes you see in the Google Keyword Tool and probably show slightly
lower in general, but we consider them to be more accurate. For commercial and technical reasons, we don’t
refresh this data after we’ve retrieved it for the first time for each keyword. This isn’t usually a problem as
keyword search volumes don’t tend to change that drastically from month to month; however, if you want us
to manually refresh the data for any of your campaigns, please just raise a support ticket by emailing
support@authoritas.com.
o CPC – the Cost Per Click for this keyword
o CTR (%) – the click through rate, calculated by the system dividing the number of organic visits into the Search
Volume from Adwords.
o Visits Rank 1 – the estimated number of additional visits you might get were you to achieve a top rank for this
keyword (requires Google Analytics integration)
o Visits Rank 5 - the estimated number of additional visits you might get were you to achieve a rank of 5 for this
keyword (requires Google Analytics integration)
o Visits Rank 10 - the estimated number of additional visits you might get were you to achieve a rank of 10 for
this keyword (requires Google Analytics integration)
o Conversions Rank 1 - the estimated number of additional conversions you might get were you to achieve a top
rank for this keyword (requires Google Analytics integration)
o Conversions Rank 5 - the estimated number of additional conversions you might get were you to achieve a
rank for this keyword (requires Google Analytics integration)
o Conversions Rank 10 - the estimated number of additional visits you might get were you to achieve a top rank
for this keyword (requires Google Analytics integration)
o Difficulty – a calculated level of difficulty for achieving a high rank for this keyword (this takes into a Search
Volume score, a Current Rank score, a Competition score from Adwords and the word count of the keyphrase
in question; it then works out a digital score and returns the resulting difficulty level (low/medium/high))
Setting up keyword groups:
The next thing you should perhaps consider doing is setting up keyword groups as this will help you to breakdown
the data into more manageable chunks later. Simply click
on the Edit Groups link or the Edit Groups button and
enter a new keyword group name and save it:
You can filter Monitored Keyword groups in the following modules:
Keyword Rankings (Keywords section)
Keyword Research (Keywords section)
Monthly Keyword Rankings (Keywords section)
Now, if you want to then add keywords into specific groups or buckets, simply select the desired keyword group
from the dropdown menu here and add or remove the keywords to and from this group using the Actions column
(set Keyword Group) on the right-hand side of the table.
You can also delete keywords, assign keywords to specific landing
pages and monitor or un-monitor them. If you monitor keywords
in this way, they will automatically be assigned to the KW group
selected on the right hand side of the screen at the time:
As you monitor or un-monitor keywords, you will notice the counter in the top right hand corner of the screen
updating and warning you if you are likely to incur overage charges for having the system monitor more keywords
than your current package threshold allows:
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The bar here will start off in green, turn amber as your approach your account limit (and display a warning
message) and then go red when you exceed it.
Please note that if you have multiple search engines (4 max) on any campaign, you will use up your keyword
threshold much quicker as we count each keyword ranking we complete each week by the search engine we run
it on. For example:

Site 1
Site 2

Keywords:
100
200

Search Engines:
2
4

Total Keyword Units:
200
800

However, we only ever count completed jobs towards the threshold usage and the thresholds are for the weekly
checks we do that month, i.e. 500 keywords monitored means 500 keywords checked around 4/5 times a month
(not 2,000-2,500 KW checks – 4/5 x 500).
For details on the various thresholds, please read the Usage section of this manual or contact your Account
Manager or take a look at the signup page on our website (http://www.authoritas.com/sme) to review standard
thresholds.

Filtering the table:
You will notice that we have an apply filter button in the Filter Settings panel. This simply allows you to use various
filters to break the table down. For example, you can select a keyword source, a range for word count and ask it
show you only branded terms. This simply saves you manually ticking off these options in the table itself.
Setting up a brand filter:
There is a significant amount of brand engagement reporting within the system,
so it is important that at the start of any campaign, you ensure that you also have
setup your brand filter correctly. Click on configure here and it will open up this screen:
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You will usually find that when you first setup a campaign using the campaign wizard, the system will
automatically add your domain as a branded term. It is important to add to this, though, in order to include
branded and trademarked terms in this filter.
Simply start typing part of a branded phrase in the ‘New Filter’ box and the system will update the filters on the
fly. The sample keyword shown on the left hand side of the screen are taken from your Keyword Research
Suggestions table (in the Keyword Research module) and from top trafficked terms from Google Analytics (as you
can see from the filter in the top left hand corner of the screen).
It is worth highlighting that the system does take things literally here, so it will not automatically allow for such
things as spaces, misspellings and phrase reverses e.g., so you need to add all variations manually. We would
therefore recommend including the following in the filters you use:
 Domain name
 Company name
 Trademark terms
 Phone numbers (if unique to this business)
 Postcode (only if unique to this business)
 Misspellings and other typos
 Allow for spaces!
Brand engagement data is shown in the following modules:
 Keyword Rankings
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Ranking Summaries
Organic Breadth and Depth
Analytics Benchmarks
Brand vs Non-brand Visits
Monthly Organic Conversions
Monthly E-Commerce Conversions
Monthly SEO vs PPC ROI

Differentiating between head-terms and long-tail:
I'm sure you will have your own ideas as to which keywords you want to monitor for a particular
SEO campaign, but it is worth remembering that in addition to putting keywords into groups,
you can also use the boolean-type filters in these column headings.
For example, you might have a different SEO strategy for head terms and long tail and using the
word count column here can be quite useful for helping breaking down your keyword strategy
into different sections
Keyword ‘Quick Wins’:
Similarly, you can use > and < signs - e.g. I can use these here in Organic Rank if I want to see,
at a glance, which keywords are currently considered 'ranked' by the system by typing '<100'
here. And, as you can see now, it has filtered out all the zeros from the table (0 is unranked –
i.e. beyond the first 10 pages). Similarly, if you want to identify possible ‘quick wins’ you could
type in 11-20 in the Organic Rank column to see which keywords are currently ranking on Page
2 of your primary search engine as a small movement in places from say a rank of 11 or 12
onto the first page of the SERPs can often lead to a disproportional leap in traffic.
Google SSL search results -‘not provided’ & IntelliTraffic™:
For privacy reasons, in late 2011 Google decided to remove access to the keyword data typed by referrers who
are signed into their Google account via an https connection. Since its introduction, there has been an upward
trend in the volume of data that is removed and displayed in Google Analytics as (not provided). Firefox also then
decided to follow suit and also block segments of referrer’s keywords. This makes it more difficult to assess your
referring keywords – most websites will now have 85-90% of their keyword visits showing as (not provided)!
For further information on handling SSL search queries, please read our blog posts:
http://www.authoritas.com/blog/is-not-provided-data-really-hitting-100/
http://www.authoritas.com/blog/happy-anniversary-not-provided/
http://www.authoritas.com/blog/not-provided-in-google-analytics/
As a result, we developed an algorithm called IntelliTraffic™. This takes data from Google Analytics, GWT and your
ranking positions and estimates organic visits for each keyword.
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Obtaining Keyword Suggestions from Google & Bing Suggest:

This feature enables a user to get the system to automatically obtain long tail variants of keyphrases for keyword
research purposes.
Simply click on the above button to display the following window:

Enter a keyword or number of keywords you want to use as a basis for the search in the left hand box and any
negative keywords you want to discount from the search in the right hand box. Tick either Bing, Google or both
and click on the Get Suggestions button.
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Within a couple of seconds, you should a screen like the one below:

As you can see from the above example, the system has generated 201 suggestions (in just a few seconds). You
can, if you so wish, now import the lot into the Keyword Research Suggestions table.
For the purposes of this demonstration, I’m going to just import a couple of keyphrases:

Simply tick off the keyphrases you want to research and click on the ‘Select these keywords’ button. You will see
the following window:
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You will now be able to see these additional keyphrases in the overall Keyword Research Suggestions table with a
source of ‘suggest’:

The system will then obtain the following additional data for these keywords:
 Adwords Search Volume (global exact match or local exact match - if you’d specified a primary
market in Step 3 of the campaign wizard, for which Adwords has local search volume data)
 Organic and Universal ranks for those keyphrases (this does not affect your keyword usage, however, as explained earlier in this manual)
 Organic Visits, Conversions and Revenue
 PPC Visits, Conversions and Revenue
 CPC data (Adwords)
 Keyword Competition level (Adwords data)
 Click through Rates (calculated for you by the system)
 Keyword Difficulty (calculated for you by the system)
Specifying a specific target landing pages for multiple (or groups of)
keywords:
You can either multi-select keywords or select a keyword group. Then
if the columns for Target Landing Page and Landing Page aren’t
already showing:
a) Click on the grey cog icon (Select Columns).
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b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Tick off the Target Landing Page and Landing Page columns so you can see them.
Group your keywords (If you haven't already done this) – explained above.
Click on the required group to filter the table to that group.
Select all keywords (top left hand corner tick box)
Click on the Actions column
Set Targeted Landing Page
Type in the URL you want these KWs to target.

The landing page column will then take data from Google Analytics and you can then compare these columns side
by side to assess your landing page optimisation efforts. You can also compare the ranking URL (which will often
be also the landing page) with your target landing page in order to work out whether the traffic is heading to the
wrong page, as this may explain high bounce rate or low conversion rates. And again, you can download all this
keyword data as an Excel spreadsheet by clicking on the CSV download icon above the table.
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PAGES: Top Pages

This module shows you your most popular landing pages as reported by Google Analytics, together with a host of
page-specific data from Majestic and social sharing sites. Here’s a complete breakdown of the data you can view
in this module:
Google Analytics Data
Organic Visits (30 day rolling period)
All Visits (30 day rolling period)
Page views (30 day rolling period) by URL
Bounce Rate by URL
Average Time on Page by URL
Organic Goal Conversions by URL

Majestic Page Data:
Inbound Links
Outbound Links
Referring Domains
Referring IPs
Referring Subnets
Citation Flow
Trust Flow

Social Sharing Data:
Facebook Comments
Facebook Shares
Google +1s
LinkedIn Shares
Stumbles

It can be helpful in identifying some weaker areas of your site. If you have less people going to a particular section
of your site than you were expecting, then there may be a good reason for this. (Sort by the Visits column to
check where your weak landing pages are).
It could be, for example, to do with internal or external links, on-page content or simply that the page is ranking
poorly for its targeted keyphrases. You can investigate all these possibilities by examining other modules within
the system. For example, you can use the Keyword Research module to identify poor rankings and for particular
keyphrases and landing page.
The mix of link and social data also helps you to identify your most-shared and popular content – very helpful for
conducting a content audit!
Landing Page Benchmarking:
If you are working on improving landing pages and content for a particular SEO client, then it may be worthwhile
downloading this table at the beginning of an SEO campaign in order to use it as another form of benchmarking
your SEO campaign. Curate your existing content or developing completely new landing pages and compare the
level of backlinks and social sharing to what you had before.
A practical way of doing this automatically every month would be to setup a custom report with just this module
selected and then have this emailed to you every month as an XLS file (see the section on Creating Scheduled
Reports). This would then give you data over a reasonable period of time in order perhaps to assess how visits,
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links and social shares have become more widespread throughout your site, i.e. is more traffic landing deeper
within a site over time and is this table getting bigger over time? The latter factor can be a good indication that
your site is developing good content which is attracting traffic over a wide range of landing pages. (As an SEO, it is
also a nice report to show a client as it can help you to sell the value of add-on copywriting services.)
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PAGES: Content Analysis

This module examines a site’s content and helps to identify potential common issues such as duplicate data, poor
keyword use and thin content.
Duplicate Data
Here you can examine, in particular, any issues with title tags and Meta descriptions. For example, you may want
to use the system to filter by duplicate title tags or missing Meta descriptions. It is important to look at these
issues, as title tags are considered to be a significant ranking factor in most search engines' algorithms and Meta
descriptions can help with maximising click through rates if they are optimised correctly.
Title Tags - although a page title over 70 characters will not necessarily impact on your ranking, it will impact what
the user sees in the SERPs, and therefore can impact your click through rates negatively. e.g. if the relevant part of
the title appears towards the end of a long title, the user will not see it, and will believe that this search result is
not relevant to them; it is therefore generally recommended that important keywords or keyphrases are used
towards the beginning of a title tag (or meta description) and this is especially the case in Western markets as
users tend to read left to right.
Meta descriptions: although meta-descriptions are not used as a ranking factor, a well-written description will
appear in the SERPS and encourage searchers to click on that result, while a poor meta-description will discourage
clicks or will make Google choose a rich snippet from your page content, meaning you lose control over what
appears to users in the SERPs. (Please note, though, that there are some theories amongst SEOs that having
empty Meta descriptions isn't necessarily a bad thing as Google will simply fill that part of the SERPs with what it
considers to be the most relevant content from your page; however, we feel that adherents to this particular
viewpoint are in the minority and that most SEOs will want to control the content of their Meta descriptions).
Short Meta data: Google doesn’t actually specify a minimum length, but we will flag Meta descriptions up if they
are less than 20 characters long.
Long Meta data: we only flag descriptions as "too long" if they exceed 150 characters. Click on the summary boxes
to have the table automatically filter to the relevant URLs.
H1 elements: - we still believe they are more important in ranking terms than H2, H3 and H4 elements, and it is
also important from a usability perspective to have good-quality H1 elements on every page, but whether you
want to optimise all your H1 headers is perhaps a more debatable point.
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Rel Canonical:
This column will show the url value of a rel canonical tag if you have one in the page’s code. You can filter this
table to show potential duplicate pages (sort by duplicate Title tag e.g.) and then click on the Rel Canonical
column heading so it groups the blank fields together. These would be the pages where you may well need to add
a rel canonical tag.
Pages with low text counts
When examining content issues on a site, it is also useful to be able to check whether you are providing the
search engine bots with too little content or users with too much.
This column will give you a breakdown of your text count by URL. You can use filters such as <350 or <400,
depending upon what you consider to be acceptable, to narrow down your analysis to the individual pages which
are a little light on text content. The spider will consider every page, so it will include login pages, for example –
i.e. pages which often don’t require a lot of text content – you can safely ignore such pages if they are flagged as
being low on text count.
Similarly, you can also look for pages which have too much text content as this can often make them unwieldy
and difficult to use and navigate. However, once you have completed your analysis, you can export the resulting
table as an Excel spreadsheet.
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PAGES: Unindexed Pages

This is a fairly unique feature of our system. This module requires a lot of processing and will run at the start of
the campaign and whenever you click on the Refresh data button (if available on your account).
Here you can see which URLs on your site have been crawled by our spider and are showing up in each index
individually. It allows you to individual identify any crawl issues with your site by comparing these results.
This module only looks for 'important pages' on your site, though, and these include:
 Pages we have crawled (up to 1000 pages) – sorted by folder depth, i.e. www.example.com then
www.example.com/firsttier then www.example.com/firsttier/secondtier – see the Crawl Health module for a
full list.
 Organic landing pages as reported by Google Analytics – see the landing pages column in the Keyword
Research module.
This does not therefore check all the pages in your site (as for some huge sites this could take a very long time);
however, it should cover the important pages that you are trying to optimise.
NB: The search engines are indexing new content all the time, so clearly the data in this report can decay quickly
(depending upon how often your site is crawled by the search engines). This is a resource intensive process which
is why we only allow users to update it on an hoc basis (once per site per day).
This module can be useful for verifying that if you have no-indexed any parts of your site which you deem to
contain low or poor quality content, that the indexes have picked up on this change and failed to index that
content. You can do this by specifically blocking Googlebots and other bots in your robots.txt file, whilst leaving it
open for our crawler (Curious George) to spider your site (or by making use of meta no index tags).
However, if you want all or most of your pages to be indexed, this might be better achieved by improving your
internal link structure or external backlink profile. You can simply identify individual pages or folders of your site
and remind yourself that you need to build more internal or external links to this part of your site. To do this,
select the pages and use the Actions column on the right-hand side of the table. This will then create a very
specific task relating to that page in your Tasks tab tool which will remind you that you need to improve the
visibility of this part of your site.
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PAGES: Keyword Density

Keyword Density isn't considered to be a significant ranking factor by any self-respecting SEO and hasn't been for
some years. It is therefore deliberately not scored in the system which is why you see an info button here rather
than a score.
However, it is still something you may want to check in order to ensure that your site isn't being tripped by any
search engine spam filters. This module will therefore allow you to produce an individual keyword density report
by page.
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To do this, simply scan the page you want to check by using the “Scan URL” option in the Actions column. This will
produce a simple Excel report which will show the word count and keyword density figures broken down by headterms and long-tail:

Scanning Competitors’ Pages:

What you can also do here, as you can see, is scan any URL. In practice, this can be useful for producing a quick
keyword density report on a specific page on a competitor's website, as it may help you to identify your
competitors' targeted keyphrases, if you have no other tools you can use for this process.
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PAGES: Image Errors

As part of our weekly deep crawl, our spider will also identify any instance of a missing Alt Tags. Adding these can
help users who are visually impaired and using screen readers. They can also help search engine bots understand
what the image is representing.
As you can see, we also preview the images in question. This enables you to quickly flick through this report and
decided which images should be optimised. If you’re not responsible for fixing such issues, yourself, you can
simply delete any images which obviously do not require alt tags (buttons and social media icons, for example)
and then export the remaining table and send it to whomever whose responsibility it is to fix such issues.
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LINKS: Link Analysis
Checking on your inbound links is an important part of any SEO campaign. We pull data from Majestic regularly
using its API and this table will show you the highest quality (based on adding Trust Flow and Citation Flow for
each URL) and most recent links - the total number of links is pulled through daily, but the detailed breakdown
data shown below is pulled through every week:

The task status will remind you of the backlink limit you have set with regards to the particular site you are
looking at. We can import any number from Majestic at any one particular time; however, this may be determined by your account thresholds.
The total number of links for each site (from Majestic’s fresh index) is plotted as a line chart and this can be a way
of:
 Identifying how competitive gaps are either growing or shrinking between your site and your competitors’
sites
 Assessing whether any of your competitors are embarking on large-scale link-building campaigns - does it
appear that they are doing very little link-building or are they rapidly acquiring links?
 Checking your own link velocity - so you don’t acquire links too quickly as this can result in Google penalties if it
is deemed by a Google reviewer to have been an ‘unnatural’ way to acquire links.
You can use various filters in the table. For example, you might want to filter by anchor text to get an idea of what
your anchor text profile is looking like on a regular basis. There are various views within the SEO world as to what
is an ideal profile and it may differ from client. Most SEOs appear to prefer a mix of keyword-specific anchors and
branded anchors. You can, of course, also look for blank anchors or words like "click", "visit" or "purchase" as
these are considered to be pretty rubbish use of anchor text as they pass little or no value to your site. Following
the Penguin updates in 2012, a lot of SEOs came to the view that having around 60% of your anchor texts using a
mix of branded terms would provide a natural looking backlink profile.
Other filters you can use are filter by redirects and no-follows. Again, some SEOs have suggested that having a
backlink profile with little or very few no-follows showing up is actually a detrimental factor as it will not appear
like a natural backlink profile to Google. Again, it is something you may want to consider.
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You can download this table as part of the standard “Links” section report or as part of a custom report (or
individually as a CSV file). If you want a much more detailed breakdown of your own backlink history since the
start of the campaign, you can look at the data shown behind the New Links module; if you want to take a look in
more detail at your competitors' link, then you can look at the data in the Competitor Links module.
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LINKS: Domain Analysis
This module will plot and analyse the number of unique referring domains for both your site and your competitors’ sites. Google will take such data into account as part of its ranking algorithm and having a good mix of
referring domains is generally going to help your site's performance. It is also useful for identifying where
competitive gaps are either growing or shrinking.

If you export this module as part of
the standard Outreach report or as
part of a custom report in XLS format,
you will be presented with a
breakdown of the daily numbers:
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LINKS: Competitor Links
It can often be a good starting point with any link-building to look at the links your competitors are getting. This
module will assess the quality of your links in contrast to the quality of your competitors' backlink profiles. The
quality scoring is based on Majestic's Trustflow.

As you can see, the data is displayed in this dynamic bar chart. To enable you to get an idea of the proportionate
comparison of the quality of your site versus those of your competitors, you can use the filters within the chart
legend to remove some of the lower quality links.
As with all charts on the system, this dynamic bar chart is no different in that you can download it individually as a
PNG or SVG graphic file or export it as part of a standard or custom report in PDF or PPT formats.
If you export this module as part of a standard Outreach or custom report in XLS format, then you will receive a
summary of these numbers:

However, beyond showing you the overall quality of your links versus those of your competitors, we actually
show you a lot more detail in the table below the chart.
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Here you can filter by individual competitors and see which domains they are currently getting backlinks from.
You can also filter by sub-folders in order to gain an idea of any particular area of a website a competitor may be
focussing on. And, you can also see the anchor text they are using for their backlinks which may give you an idea
of their targeted keyphrases. And, of course, you can also sort by country code in order to get a feel for where in
the world your competitors’ links are coming from.

Using your Competitors’ Link as link prospects for your own site:
In order to select a particular domain as a link prospect for your own campaign, simply click on the Actions
column and use the “Create Link Prospect” option. You will be presented with a pop up which will simply confirm
you want to target a particular domain. Click on OK and it will add this as targeted domain and this will be
instantly reflected in the Link Building Progress module which is where we check and report on whether that
domain has become live with a backlink to your site.
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LINKS: Link Referrals

If you want to assess whether any link-building effort has been worthwhile, then, of course, you can consider the
effect it may have had on your keyword ranking positions. However, you would usually also want to assess
whether these links have been sending your site any traffic. This module helps you to identify your top referring
domains.
If you change the date range – click on the Show Dates dropdown and both the chart
and the table will refresh to show you the data you want to analyse for that time
period. If you don’t want to see your Google Analytics goals on the chart or want the
remove the “Other” column which, for a lot of sites, will be larger than most of the
rest, just use the Filters (click on Show Filters) and de-select them and the chart will
refresh. The table will display all your referring domains, but the chart will only show
the top ten.
Key:
Visits - # of visits to your site from this referral source over the selected date range
% of Total – percentage of total visits this referral traffic amounts to for the selected date range
% Total Links – total # of links your domain has from this referring domain (based on Majestic data)
Campaign Links - # of link prospects on Authoritas for that domain which have a status of “Live” (i.e. ones you
have targeted in the Link Building section of the software which have subsequently been picked up Majestic’s
bots as becoming live)
Page Views – # of page views for visitors arriving from this referral source
Goals - # of Google Analytics goals achieved as a result of visits from this referral source (requires setting up goals
in Google Analytics)
Goal Value – total value of Google Analytics goals achieved as a result of visits from this referral source (requires
assigning a monetary value to a goal in Google Analytics)
If you export this module on its own or as part of a standard or custom report, using PowerPoint as the chosen
format, the module will generate two slides – one with a chart and one with a table.
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Obviously, the PowerPoint slides are limited in terms of the number of rows we can fit onto one slide; if you need
more detail, you can use the Excel version of the report which will export all the data in the table:
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LINKS: Lost Links

This module shows all the links you have lost since the start of the campaign. The way in which it does this is by
comparing the data from Majestic from one week to the next week and looking for differences from week to
week. We will then crawl these links again to ensure that they have indeed disappeared and to ensure that they
haven’t just been moved to Majestic’s historical index.
You can use the Actions column to create tasks to recover these links or to exclude them from consideration. You
can also, of course, download this table in Excel format.
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LINKS: New Links

This module records a complete history of the links Majestic has reported as becoming live during the course of
your SEO campaign.
The normal filters are available, so you can, for example, easily filter to see what links have been built to a certain
section of your site and you can also use a date range filter, as shown in the above illustration. It can, of course,
also be downloaded as an Excel spreadsheet.
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LINKS: Inbound:Outbound Domains

This module provides some basic analysis of your ratio of inbound to outbound domains.
It is something you may want to monitor, although, in a lot of cases, it will be more important to have a greater
volume of (and variety of) backlinks from high quality domains than outbound domains. However, it will vary from
client to client as it may well be market dependent.
A more detailed breakdown of your outbound links can be found in the Outbound Links module. Similarly, a
complete breakdown of your inbound links can be found either in the Link Analysis module or in the table in the
Competitor Links module.
Scoring Calculation:
We generate the score based on the ratio of inbound domains to outbound domains:
More than 100 times as many outbound as inbound domains = Critical (0%)
Quite a high imbalance between the two = Warning (50%)
Fairly close balance between the two = Pass (80%)
Very close balance between the two = Pass (100%)
It used to be the case that a lot of SEOs thought that getting lots of inbound links and refusing to link out to other
domains was good practice as you accumulated lots of link equity and didn't lose it by linking to other sites.
However, as you can see from our scoring algorithm, we think it's probably good practice now to have a good
balance between the two and, whilst it's generally going to be helpful to have lots of inbound links from good
quality domains, it can also be helpful linking out to quality sites as: a) you’re helping your users and b) you might
get reciprocal links from good domains and c) Google might trust your domain more if you’re linking to domains it
already trusts in your niche.
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LINKS: Outbound Links

The outbound link module will detail all the outbound links our spider has identified during a weekly deep crawl
of your site.
It can be useful in helping you to identify any sites you no longer wish to be associated with and pass link juice to
and also whether any area of your site has suddenly been hacked. For example, you could link to a site which is
then sold to another owner who then converts the content of that site into something with which your own
website would not want to be associated.
This data table can be exported in Excel, CSV or as part of the On-Site section report or as part of a custom report.
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LINKS: Link Building

This module helps to execute and monitor the success of your link-building campaigns. The first thing you will
want to do here is to use the “Research New Links by keyword” button. Simply click on that button to start the
process.
Research New Links by Keyword:
This first option (Research New Links by Keyword) allows you to get the
platform to automatically generate link prospects for your campaign using
data from DuckDuckGo (a small search engine which we found from our
extensive testing, produced high quality and relevant link prospects).
Click on the button and you’ll be presented with this window:

Enter a list of keywords you would like us to base the link prospects on and we will run a number of hacks through
duckduckgo.com to generate blogs, forums and other link prospects you could consider.
To do this, simply enter the keywords into the white box (one on each line) – you may want to use your monitored
keywords as a starting point - and click on the “Get New Links by Keywords” button. A dialogue box will appear to
say a backend job has been created.
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When you receive that email, you’ll find that the Link Research table will include blogs, forums, directories and
niche websites for you to also consider targeting for backlinks. In addition, the platform will automatically add
Majestic and Social Sharing data to these prospects and also breakdown your competitors’ links (see below) with
this additional data. NB: we now filter out the link prospects we got found from DuckDuckGo in order to provide
only reasonable quality link prospects for you to consider (e.g. any with a Trust Flow of >20).
Targeting your competitors’ existing backlinks:
Once you’ve run the above process, you’ll notice that the table will also include (in the Prospect Type column) a
category of Competitor links. As discussed earlier in this user manual, you can use the Competitor Links module to
target your competitors’ existing backlinks, but you can also use this method as this will provide you with a lot
more link and social sharing data and it will also summarize the number of competitors which have existing links
from the target domains (which may help to identify some ‘quick wins’).

If you click on any of the highlighted numbers in the Competitors column, you’ll be taken to an automatically
filtered version of the Competitor Links module:

Review the links your competitors have and target some or all of those as link prospects for your own campaign. In
order to do this, simply use the “Work Now” option or go back to the main link building task table and use the
options on the right hand side:
Create Task – creates a generic link building task
Already Linked – tick this if you already have a link from this domain (the system automatically compares your
competitors’ backlink data with your own when we run Majestic imports, so you should only need to use this
option if you know your site has an existing backlink from this site and we have only imported a limited number of
backlink details from Majestic)
Work Now – this works the link prospect and allows you to record notes and link status as you go
Work Later – this allows you to work a prospect (i.e. record notes and update its status) later. You can multi-select
link prospects and decide to target those at a later date. If you do this, they will added to your task list as “Track
Link – www….” tasks and the Link Research table will update to remove these
Delete – deletes the link prospect from the table
As soon as you identify and save a domain as a link prospect using one of the processes above, the system will:
 Automatically and almost instantly update the link prospect table you were working on at the time
 Create a ‘Track link - www…’ type task in the Tasks tab to enable you to update the status of that link request:
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 Update the pie chart in the main UI:

The Track Link tasks look like this:

Import New Links (to target):
If you want to simply upload a list of target domains you’ve already
identified, you can use this option. To add new link prospects you simply
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need to click on the above button and then cut and paste or enter them in the white box (one domain per line).
They will get added to the table and the platform will add Majestic and social sharing data in the normal way.
You’ll also notice that the Link Building task table will then also include your list as a dropdown option in the
Prospect Type column:
Import Existing Links:

If you’ve already been working on link building activities, you may want the platform to reflect this by importing
the links you’ve already built during the campaign. Click on the above button from the Link Building task table and
you’ll be presented with the following screen in a pop-up window:

In order to import websites you have already worked, you will need to download the template file, edit it and
upload the data into the white box by cutting and pasting it from your resulting file (as it will import in CSV
format). Then simply click on the Import button and a window will appear to show you the import process
running.
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Targeting blogs, forums, directories and other link categories:
If you have asked the system to generate other link prospects for you (by using the Research Links by Keyword
function described above), we will help you to find hundreds or thousands of link prospects using data from
DuckDuckGo and other sources.
The most common ones you may want to look at first (apart from your competitors’ links) may well be those
coming under the blog, forum and directory categories, although we also provide lots more options (e.g.
governmental, educational and niche directory sites).
To generate these lists, we now use a number of ‘hacks’ (e.g. "[phrase]" t:blog) based on key keywords you enter
in the Add New Link Prospects module. These are run through duckduckgo.com which is a much smaller search
engine than Google but one which produces much higher quality link prospects for you to target. Following
Google’s Penguin update, we consider this to be a much better link building strategy than trying to obtain
hundreds or thousands of low quality backlinks.
Again, as described earlier, you may want to use any number of the metrics available in the Link Building task table
in order to help you find prospects which have good potential for passing link juice to your site and which have
good social sharing profiles.
You’ll notice that the metrics relate to both domains and specific pages and the platform will now allow you to
target specific pages or just a domain. If you hover over the prospect URL column, it will show you the specific
page the system is recommending you target:

The process here is that you can therefore use these metrics in order to decide which pages or domains to target.
Simply:
1) filter these link prospects
2) delete the ones you don’t need
3) target the ones you consider to be relevant and realistic link prospects for the campaign you are currently
working on
4) Create tasks to track those link prospects
In order to target a link prospect, use the options in the Actions column. This will then display the following
dialogue:

Simply record here how you targeted that link prospect (e.g. by emailing a contact), change the status and add
some notes.
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This will result in the following process occurring instantly:
 the table you’re working on will automatically refresh and remove your new link target
 the system will then create very specific task relating to that link prospect (e.g. “Track link - www….”) which will
show up in your Tasks table:
The system will then interrogate the Majestic data we pull through every week and see if a link from that domain
has become live.
Filter the table using these metrics and then work the link prospects using the Action buttons on the right hand
side (this functionality is explained in the preceding pages).
These are the metrics you can now filter by in this table:
o
Domain Citation Flow
o
Domain Inbound Links
o
Domain PR (PageRank)
o
Domain Ref Domains
o
Domain Trust Flow
o
Page Citation Flow
o
Page Inbound Links

o
o
o
o
o
o

Page Outbound Links
Page Ref Domains
Page Ref IPs
Page Ref Subnets
Page TrustFlow
Meta Description

For an explanation on Citation and TrustFlow, please read this on Majestic’s website:
http://blog.Majestic.com/development/flow-metrics/

Updating Link Metrics:
Below the table is a button called ‘Update Metrics. This will be either grey or green.

Grey – we have either:

already scheduled a job to update the metrics

updated the numbers within the last seven days

or a job to update the metrics is already running
If the button is grey and you do click on it, you will simply receive the following
message:
Green means:

the last update was more than seven days ago

or you have existing link prospects for which we have no data currently
If you click on the button when it is green, you will receive the following message:
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Understanding Search Phrases (“Hacks”)

In this table, we also allow you to analyse and filter by the exact search phrase
and ‘hack’ we’ve used to obtain the link prospects.
This, of course, will allow you to be fussy about the type of hacks used to
generate your link prospects by removing some which have been generated by
a certain type of hack. It also allows you to see which prospects have been
generated by which keyword.
If you don’t like a group of prospects which have been generated by a specific
keyword, you can, of course, filter the table by this keyword and delete these
prospects.
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RESULTS: Result vs Target
The platform allows you to specify targets and it will then measure the performance of the SEO campaign and
report in this module whether you are on track to hit the specified objectives. These are currently based on
Google Analytics metrics (the ones listed in the Analytics Benchmarks module), but we do have plans to allow the
KPI monitoring to become much more flexible in future releases.
In order to set a campaign target, simply click on the “Edit Campaign Targets” button. You will then be presented
the option of 13 Google Analytics to measure during the campaign.

Simply select one from the drop down menu, specify an absolute or a percentage-based target and add it on.

NB: if the metric is represented by an absolute value, you should be setting an absolute value target and not a
percentage; and vice versa.
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Once you’ve saved your objectives down, the module within the main UI will produce up to 6 donut charts bars to
show you your progress against your KPIs. The red section represents how far behind you are your current target
to date; the green area represents the proportion of the target you have already achieved by this date:
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RESULTS: Analytics Benchmarks

This table compares your Google Analytics data (campaign start vs current numbers). Please note that we import
Google Analytics data every day, but these numbers do change all the time, so if they differ to what you can see in
your Google Analytics account, this will be due to the time of day we carried out our import (as a result of this, we
also check the past 3 days as we run each import and update the previous days’ data).
A few notes on a couple of these metrics:
 Pages bringing traffic %age: the number of pages which brought organic traffic in GA divided by the number of
pages indexed in Google for the site.
 Brand Engagement: the formula we use to calculate this:
o (brand keyword visits + direct visits) ÷ (total search visits + direct visits)
You can download this module as a CSV file or in
Excel or PowerPoint and use it to summarise
progress during an SEO campaign.
A lot of agency clients using the platform will use
this module as a simple summary slide of the key
changes in various metrics during a campaign.
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RESULTS: SEO vs PPC Visits

This chart simply reports the total number of visits over time from Organic and PPC sources (it will show PPC visit
data if you are running a PPC campaign on the site). It can be downloaded as a PNG chart and the view of this
chart you have on screen at the time will also export on PPT and PDF exports. If you export this module in an Excel
format, you will be presented with the numbers from below the chart:

We also allow a user to select chart types for this and other modules in the Results section:

So now you can decide how you want the data to appear visually – either as a line chart, stacked column chart
(the Organic visits will appear on top of the PPC visits) or a line chart. If you have more than one year’s worth of
data (we automatically import 3 months’ worth of data, but you can always ask us to backdate GA imports), you
will also be able to select a Year on Year comparison:
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The table for this module is filterable in the normal way - as you can see, I’ve added a filter for the year 2011 here:

The Module Status will give you an automated Month on Month analysis of the GA data:
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RESULTS: Brands vs Non-Brand Visits

This gives a breakdown of brand and non-brand organic traffic, as determined by how you have setup the brand
filters in the platform (use Settings/Add Edit Brand Filters to modify them). As with the other modules in this
section of the software, you can select the chart type you want to use and also ask the system to display a Year on
Year comparison:

This chart plots brand engagement data over time. You can download the chart in PNG/SVG or as part of a PDF or
PPT report. If you download it in an Excel format, you will be presented with the raw numbers behind the chart:
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In order to edit your brand filters, you can also access the relevant screen using the “Select Brand Keywords”
button in the Keyword Research module:

Brand engagement data can also be found in the following modules:
 Organic Breadth and Depth
 MOM Organic Performance
 MOM E-Commerce Performance
 Keyword Monitoring (Keyword Research and Ranking Summaries)
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RESULTS: Organic Visits by Engine

This chart simply shows you which search engines are driving the most traffic to your site. In most markets, this
will be from Google, obviously. However, in practice, you may want to compare conversion rates of Google vs Bing
results (remember, you can add up to 20 search engine variants per campaign if you want to carry out this exercise
during any SEO campaign).
Downloading this module as part of an Excel formatted report, will produce the table which appears below the
chart:
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RESULTS: All Site Visits

This chart simply reflects the data we receive from Google Analytics, broken down into various sources.
Downloading this module as part of an Excel formatted report, will produce the table which appears below the
chart:
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RESULTS: Organic Goal Conversions

This shows you the number of goal conversions over time, broken down into individual goals, as you’ve set them
up in Google Analytics. If you export this module in Excel format, it will export the table which is displayed below
the chart:
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RESULTS: E-Commerce Transactions

This component will show you the transactions made on your e-commerce site and the revenue it has generated
over the time period you select. You can view the chart as a column chart or a line chart. This module also
requires that you have set e-commerce and transaction tracking in Google Analytics correctly. If you export this
module in Excel format, it will export the table which is displayed below the chart:
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RESULTS: Organic Visits & Activity

This chart will plot visit data (taken from Google Analytics) against activity as seen by the system. The yellow suns
on this chart represent changes the Authoritas platform has picked up on since the start of the SEO campaign.
These suns will appear when the system notices:
 Technical setup changes
 New inbound links
 Lost links
 When your specific identified link prospects provide live links to your site
Put simply, if you are embarking a large-scale link-building campaign, then you should hopefully see this chart
populating over time with lots of yellow stars (and a corresponding increase in organic traffic).
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RESULTS: Monthly Organic Conversions

This is another module where we show brand vs non-brand data. This table breaks this down into brand vs nonbrand Month on Month performance, so you can analyze monthly performance for both branded and nonbranded terms in the following areas:
 Visits generated
 Revenue generated
 Conversion rates
 Cost per conversion/visit (you need to add your monthly SEO fee into the system in order for it to work this out
– use the “Set SEO Fees” button)
 Search engine sources of visits for each
 Bounce rates for brand/non-brand visits
Analysing such data can, amongst other things, help you with landing page optimization efforts.
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RESULTS: Monthly E-commerce Conversions

E-Commerce revenue is recorded differently to standard goal assigned revenue in Google Analytics. This module is
therefore important to review if you are working on an e-commerce site in particular.
In order to add your SEO fee to this table, you will need to click on the green “Set SEO Fees” button and add your
monthly SEO fee (or effective SEO cost if you are an in-house SEO).
If you download this table (either as a CSV from the quick download icon in the top right hand corner of the table)
or as an Excel report, you will get a full history report out of the system (i.e. it will include all data, not just the
data for the current campaign date ranges).
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RESULTS: Monthly SEO vs PPC ROI

As we pull data through into the system from Google Analytics every day, we can also import PPC data from a
Google Analytics account. If you are running a PPC campaign alongside an SEO campaign on your site, you will
therefore see the top half of this table populating with data over time.
In essence, this module allows you to quickly assess respective ROI for both PPC and SEO campaigns.
Pay Per Click:
Clicks – total number of click throughs for that calendar month
Impressions – number of page impressions for that calendar month
Click through Rate (CTR) = Impressions ÷ Clicks
Total Google Adwords spend – total PPC spend for that calendar month
Conversion rate = Total Conversions ÷ Clicks (requires goals setup in Google Analytics)
Cost per conversion = Google Adwords spend ÷ Total Conversions
Total Conversions – total number of conversions for that calendar month (requires GA goals)
CPC Revenue – total revenue generated from these PPC campaign conversions
Clicks –M/M % change – month on month change between the total number of Clicks (from one month to the
next)
Total spend – M/M % change – Google Adwords spend variations from month to month
Total conversions – M/M % change – conversion variations from one month to the next
SEO – organic search:
Total search visits – total number of organic visits for that calendar month
Total non-brand search visits – total number of these which used non-branded terms
Non-brand keywords – number of non-branded keywords recorded in Google Analytics as generating traffic in
that calendar month
SEO spend – SEO fee for that month (added by the user into the system)
SEO conversion rate – SEO goal conversions ÷ Total search visits
SEO cost per conversion – monthly SEO fee ÷ SEO goal conversions
SEO goal conversions – total number of organic conversions during that calendar month (requires Google
Analytics)
SEO E-commerce transactions – total number of e-commerce transactions during that calendar month
SEO E-commerce revenue – total e-commerce revenue during that calendar month
Search visits – M/M % change – month on month change in the total number of (organic) search visits (from one
month to the next)
Non-brand search visits – M/M % change – month on month change in the total number of non-branded
(organic) search visits (from one month to the next)
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Again, if you download this table (either as a CSV from the quick download icon in the top right hand corner of the
table) or as an Excel report, you will get a full history report out of the system:
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TASKS

The Tasks tab is the task management part of the platform. Here you will be able to review/edit:
 Task names, descriptions, categories and ownership – across all your sites and campaigns
 Task assignments
 Set estimated times and record actual task durations
 Differentiate between billable and non-billable time
 Enter start dates, due dates and completion date, so you can see which tasks are coming up and which, if any,
are overdue
 Task statuses (automatically generated by the platform)
 Progress (Not Started, Waiting for Someone Else, In Progress & Completed)
Creating General/Specific Tasks:
The platform will automatically populate this Tasks table with the routine SEO tasks generally required of any SEO
campaign (usually around 30-40). Users create URL-specific tasks as they navigate through the system and assess
different issues.
Assigning/Re-assigning tasks:
Tasks can be re-assigned to another user by simply clicking on the highlighted name next to the task; this will
produce a drop down menu; simply use one click to reassign the task and the new task owner’s image will appear
(if one has been loaded in their User Profile). You can also re-assign tasks in the Task Management panel within
each activity and also have the system notify the assigned user to let them know that they’ve been assigned a new
task:
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Task Actions – Working Tasks:
The Actions column has a “Mark as Complete” and an “Edit this Task” option. The former option simply completes
the task and the “Edit this Task” option takes a user to the task detail screen itself where you can add date
stamped notes, assign tasks and change their statuses.
Adding a Custom Task:
This large green button takes you to the following screen:

It simply allows you to add ‘one-off’ custom tasks to your tasks table.
The whole Tasks tab table can be downloaded as an XLS report. Simply click on the download icon directly
underneath the Tasks tab. This will download the table in the way in which you currently have it filtered. However,
if you schedule the Tasks table to be automatically emailed to you using the Schedule Report functionality in the
Reports tab, you will receive the full Tasks tab as an XLS file, not the filtered down version of the table.
Custom Task Templates:

This option allows you to create custom task templates and these will automatically generate tasks for all or a
select number of your campaigns. You can use to ensure your tasks include any routine tasks you typically carry
out whilst conducting digital marketing campaigns (for example, “Review Social Media Accounts”, “Create Google+
page”, etc). Clicking on the button will generate the following window. You’ll note that you can apply custom task
templates to one, more or all sites on your account (including sites you are yet to add to or import into your
account).
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Recording task notes and duration:
If you click on any task in the task tables, you will see an additional panel which allow you to record both a
breakdown of the task history, but also the time spent on that task:

To record a new activity, simply type some notes into the ‘Record an activity’ section and click ‘Save’.
You’ll return to the Tasks tab and will notice that the totals for actual and billable time will have been updated,
along with any other details you changed (such as start dates, due dates). And if you then check the task you’ve
just changed, you’ll notice that your notes have been added to the ‘task activity scroll’.
You should notice that the system also adds billable icons to each billable item, along with timeline details:

If you edit a task as complete, the corresponding column
will auto-fill in the Tasks table. You can also filter the main
Tasks tab table then to show which tasks have been
completed on time, early or late:
Remember that you can also filter at the same time by
site, campaign and/or assigned user and then download the resulting table into Excel. This can be handy for
producing a client report to show whether you’re completed tasks as planned or to see if any member of an SEO
team is ahead of their workload or falling behind and requiring support on a campaign. (In a planned future
release, we’ll also allow you to add a site grouping column, so you filter by client too and therefore produce a
‘rollup’ report on all tasks across all sites and campaigns for that client.)
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You can edit and re-assign multiple tasks in one go, by using the tick boxes to the left of the table and using the
‘Apply to selected…’ option at the bottom of the table:

Please note that if you decide to use the edit selected tasks option, this will not bring up the following colorbox
which will apply the same notes and other data (task duration, start/due/completion dates e.g.) to each task:

Deleting tasks:
You can delete any of the tasks either you or the platform created for any site or campaign. Simply select one or
more tasks using the tickboxes on the left hand side of the table, click on “Apply to selected…” and select “Delete
selected tasks”. The Tasks table will then update accordingly.
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SETTINGS > Sites

This section will show you the sites and the campaigns you currently have setup on the system. The sites are listed
alphabetically by default, but you can use the normal filtering methods here too.
Adding New Sites:
Admin users can add/remove sites. Enter the domain (please be specific as to whether it is a non-www. or www.
version of the domain). Then simply click on the Add Site button and follow the 6 step wizard.

Bulk Site Import Feature:

You’ll notice, from the above screenshot, that there is also a link to the “Bulk Site Import” wizard here. If
you follow this link, the process for making use of this feature will be described:

You can follow the described procedures to import an almost unlimited number of sites into your
account. Please note the following points about this process:


The import process is strict – please ensure you add the data to the template in the way described; do not add extra columns or change date formats from those shown.
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It will ‘drip feed’ sites into the platform approximately every 5 minutes; manual imports can be a
little quicker, if you’re familiar with the platform, but is not recommended for large numbers of
sites
You will still to configure Google Analytics and GWT integration for each site manually by editing
the campaigns later; it is not currently possible to use the bulk site import feature to handle
these aspects of site and campaign configuration.
If the import feature doesn’t appear to be working for you, please raise a ticket and email us your
completed template file and we will run the process on your behalf.

Site Tagging:

You can also tag sites with a number of tags. To do this, click on the ‘Manage
Tags’ link in the Actions column:
You will find this particularly useful if you have a lot of sites on the platform
and you want to analyse perform for different groups of sites or for those
managed by a member of your team, as it will then allow to make use of the
functionality in the Multisite dashboard to filter the table by one or more
tags:
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The 6 Campaign Step Wizard:
Step 1- Your Business & Campaign Details

Business Name: the need for the company name here is due to the way Google, Yahoo and Bing check local
listings.
Local Area: this is also required for local listing checks (enter towns or areas – one on each line).
Target Market: this is the only option in the campaign wizard which cannot be changed later. As it cannot be
altered, if you wanted to change it, you would need to add a new campaign for a different market. It relates to
how we find link prospects for your domain and the search volumes we obtain from Adwords (if they support that
market; otherwise, it defaults to importing global numbers).
Google+ URL:
Please add your company (or personal) Google+ URL (e.g. https://plus.google.com/+Analyticsseo). We will use this
for local ranking and (future) Carousel checks.
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Step 2 – Setting up Competitors

To add competitors to your campaign, either:
a) enter a sample keyword in the box and click on the Search button and the system will return the top 10 results
from your chosen primary search engine; or
b) manually enter the competitors in the boxes on the left. The system will check these are valid urls and show a
green tick if they are or a warning if it cannot verify them. It is important to specify either non-www or www.
versions of each domain here as Majestic will treat them as different domains, so getting this right affects the
data you will see in the Competitor Links module and the Link Building module where competitive link data is
also broken down.
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Step 3 - Keywords & Search Engines

Monitored Keywords: add the keywords here which you would like checked for ranking positions each week (daily
rankings are free to subscribers on Pro+ packages or above).
Search Engines: here you can select up to 20 search engines against which we will monitor keyword rankings. The
first one you select is your primary search engine – this determines what we use to look for link prospects for your
campaign and what Organic Rank is shown in the Keyword Research module. You can also add a few more by
clicking on the Add another link. We currently support almost every major global Google and Bing variant, plus
Yandex and Baidu (please see Appendix C for a full breakdown). If you would like us to add support for any other
particular variant, please email us at feedback@authoritas.com and we will add it to the system. This process
usually takes up to 24 hours.
Local Ranking Checks: we support local ranking checks for over 40,000 towns and cities worldwide. In order to
take advantage of this feature, you can add a city in the Town/City field and we will perform local ranking checks
as if we are situated in the town or city you’ve chosen.
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Step 4 – configuring a Google Analytics feed

We import data from Google Analytics every day and it affects 23 modules within the system. To set this up:
a) Use OAuth to grant us read-only access to your Google Analytics data. Select this option and click Connect
Account. (You will need to allow popups to appear in your browser and then login into your Google account
and then authorize the app).
If your configuration is correctly setup and working, you will see the following message the next time you are in
Step 4 of the wizard:

The system will automatically filter your available profiles to show you only the one which matches the Google
Analytics tracking code we find on your site’s homepage (UA-XXXXXXX-XX). If you have setup Google Analytics
integration in a non-standard way – for example, in using some Javascript code to send data to Google Analytics
via 3rd party e-commerce software, then you will need to use the “Show all profiles for this account” option
(shown above) in order to be able to select the right profile.
Segments
We also support data imports for the
specific segments you may have setup in
your Google Analytics profiles (e.g. to
exclude known spam traffic). To make
use of these, simply click on ‘Get Profiles’
as before, select the correct profile and
then choose the appropriate segment
from the dropdown menu:
If you want to configure Omniture (Data
Warehouse) integration, please log a
ticket by emailing support@authoritas.com and we’ll provide
instructions.
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Backdating Segments
Whilst in this step, you will also notice that you have the option to choose a start date for each profile
and segment you select:

This allows you the option to select multiple profiles and segments for one website over different date
periods, as the ‘keep Historic’ will allow you to keep the previous choice’s data.

You can click on the ‘Show Import History’ link (shown above) to get a breakdown of your import history.
As you can see, this will also provide you the dates the segment or profile has been applied and also the
name of the user who made that change on your campaign:
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Step 5 – Configure Webmaster Tools

We would recommend you complete this part of the wizard as we import crawl errors using the Google
Webmaster Tools API and plan to import more data in the future. The method is the same as that for configuring
Google Analytics. You simply need to connect the relevant Google account that has access to that particular GWT
profile. To do this:
1) Click on ‘Connect Account’ or ‘Connect another Account’
2) Click on ‘Get Profiles’ and select the relevant profile
3) Click on Save
This will also allow the platform to import your keywords from your GWT account (these will show up in the
Keyword Research module (Keywords > Keyword Research; ensure the ‘Source’ column is visible by clicking on the
cog icon and enter ‘gwt’ as the source in order to see the keywords we have imported).
If you have IntelliTraffic ™ enabled for your account, once you have logged into your GWT account and selected a
profile, you will be prompted with the following additional configuration section:

You need to follow the instructions. Once you have created a ‘restricted access’ user in
your GWT account, as detailed in the screen, only then should you click on Verify
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Account. You will see a message confirming if the account has been verified. Once that has been done, click on
the green ‘Save and Continue’ button.
Once you have successfully granted us access to your GWT account in this way, we will begin to import keyword
visit data from your GWT account. However, we can also use two other data sources for calculating keyword visit
data. In order to configure IntelliTraffic ™, you will need to use the Settings option:

This will take you to the IntelliTraffic™ configuration screen.
Configuring IntelliTraffic:
You will notice that there is a link above the Keyword Visits and Keyword Rankings tables to the IntelliTraffic
configuration screen. If you click on this link, it will take you to the following screen:

This screen allows you to tweak the standard IntelliTraffic™ configurations. You’ll notice that the system can use
up to three different data sources in calculating keyword visit numbers:
CTR Data (default source):

this uses your current ranking position, Search Volume for that keyword and the
CTR rates (see below) you have saved.
Google Analytics data:
this uses Google Analytics where possible. If your ‘not provided’ percentage for
the profile you have selected exceeds 50%, we will ignore this data source. It is
therefore mainly used for restoring keyword visit data historically. If you would like
us to do this, we may well need to backdate your Google Analytics imports (just
raise a support ticket, give us the domain name and ask us to do this).
Google Webmaster Tools data: switching this option on means we will import keyword visit data (as much as we
can obtain) from GWT. We also store your GWT data (keyword visit data will only
stay in your GWT account for 90 days and usually takes 5 days to update). As the
CTR data is essentially based on educated guess work and the GWT data is data
Google is willing to provide to show what keywords are generating traffic, we
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would therefore recommend that you configure Webmaster Tools access using
either the Campaign Setup Wizard option (Step 5) or the link in the Settings menu.
NB: as described earlier, there is now an extra step to get this to work (you will be
prompted to add a new restricted user to your GWT account, so we can access
this data on your behalf).

Click Through Rates (CTR)
This part of the configuration screen also gives a user the option to setup their own CTRs for branded and nonbranded keywords. The defaults shown below are based on study AOL conducted a few years ago. You may want
to change these if you have an opinion as to what the CTRs should be for various positions. You may consider, for
example, that a non-branded #1 rank should generate around 30% Click Through, but a branded term ranked at #1
should generate a CTR of around 45%, because searchers have actively looked for one of your brand terms and
are therefore more likely to click on a link to your website.

We use your chosen CTR percentages in estimating your keyword visit data for periods where we have ranking
histories; if we have a ranking position, but no Search Volume, the system cannot estimate your keyword visits for
that keyword for that period; similarly, if we have Search Volume, but your site is unranked for a particular
keyword, then it will assume that you received no visits for that keyword during that period. NB: we can import
keyword histories, though; just raise a support ticket and we will send you an import template you will need to
complete.
NB: IntelliTraffic ™ is an intelligent algorithm which uses several data sources. It provides an estimate of your
keyword visit data for a selected period; it is not a guarantee that your site definitely received exactly that
number of visits for that keyword during that period.
IntelliTraffic calculations will affect every part of the platform where we use keyword specific visit numbers. In all,
there are 12 affected modules (also broken down in Appendix A):
1. One of the Single Site Dashboard KPMs: “Number of Organic Keywords” (generating traffic)
2. Keyword Rankings (as the table includes a column detailing the estimated organic visits for each keyword)
3. Keyword Research (as it contains an Estimated Organic Visits column)
4. Keyword Visits
5. Keyword Potential
6. Organic Breadth and Depth (as it shows a breakdown of the number of brand and non-branded keywords
generating organic traffic over time)
7. Result vs Target
8. Analytics Benchmarks
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9.
10.
11.
12.

Brand vs Non-Brand Visits
Monthly Organic Conversions
Monthly E-Commerce Conversions
Monthly PPC vs SEO ROI
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Step 6 – Brand Keyword Filters

As explained earlier, we use brand and non-brand filters in analysing rank and analytics data, so we would
recommend you add brand filters here, remembering to allow for spaces and misspellings.
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System population timescales:
Please note that the modules populate with data using different data sources (see Appendix A). The time it takes
to populate data will depend upon:
 the module dependencies (see Appendix B) – for example, does the spidering have to finish before that
module will show data?
 current queue length in our backend system (this is constantly monitored and new sites are prioritized in the
queues)
 site complexity, size and code depth per page, as our spider will crawl sites with 100s of pages in a matter of
minutes, but bigger websites of ~50k pages can often take a whole day to spider
Other points to note:
 Furthermore, data imports from Google Analytics will usually take a matter of minutes, but it will depend upon
the number of keywords and the date range we are importing data for (the system defaults to three months’
worth of back data, but we can import much more historical, if you need us to – just raise a support ticket)
Should you want to add a campaign you’re already working and backdate the campaign start date, please note
that we can populate the system with:
 Historical keyword ranking data (we simply need to send you a template to fill in and return) – please note,
that the system will only display data for the campaign date range you have setup in the campaign wizard (Step
1), so if you do import historical ranking data, you will need to adjust the campaign date ranges to reflect this
and the system will then update all the corresponding keyword modules.
 Backdated Google Analytics data (as standard the system will import three months’ worth of backdated data,
but the Google Analytics API allows us to import up to two years’ worth of analytics data – simply email
support@authoritas.com to request this)
 Link prospects you have either already targeted or ones you have already worked (simply go to
Outreach/Link Building/Start Link Building button and click on either the Import Existing Links button)
Adhoc Data Refreshes (for Pro+ customers)
Customers on a Pro+ package (or above) will be able to make use of the built-in adhoc data refresh options. You
will see this on a number of modules within the system:

Simply click on the green arrows (shown above) and you will be told what data will be refreshed and asked to
confirm if you want the system to refresh the data:
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Deleting Sites:
Please note that although admins can also delete sites (by using the “Delete Site” option in the Actions column in
the Sites table), whilst this will delete the site from the table sees almost instantly, the system still has a number of
backend jobs to run in order to delete the site permanently from the backend database. If you try to add the site
back into the platform before this backend routine has completed, then you will be presented with a message
saying that the site is already on the system and you will be prevented from adding that site back onto the system
at that time. However, although the backend job to delete sites is queue dependent, it normally takes only a few
minutes. A better option would be to simply create a new campaign and email us to delete the old campaign
(unless of course you want the site removed permanently, in which case you shouldn’t be trying to add it back on).
Monitoring/Un-Monitoring Sites:
The system allows you to stop monitoring sites. Just click on “Edit Campaign” option in the Actions column and
untick ‘Enable ongoing monitoring for this site’.
Please note that unless you delete the site off the system, it will still count against your site usage on your
account.
Adding New Campaigns:
You can have an unlimited number of campaigns setup
for each domain. To add a new campaign for an
existing site, just use the “Add Campaign” which is
displayed in the Campaign dropdown menu.
Just click on this link and follow the normal 6 step
wizard. The system will automatically populate some of this wizard for you it will already have data on the domain
in question.
Editing Existing Campaigns:

In order to edit an existing campaign, go the Settings > Sites table, click on the Actions column and use the Edit
Campaigns option. This will then display a screen like the one shown above.
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Deleting Existing Campaigns:
Admin users can delete any unwanted campaigns. Follow the above instructions for editing a campaign and click
on the red x icon and you will be asked to confirm if you want to delete the campaign (please note that this
process is ‘fairly’ irreversible).

Getting a campaign to 100% setup:

The sites will show anything from 20% to 100% setup. They will only show as 100% setup if you have completed
the following tasks during the campaign setup:
 Chosen Competitors
 Configured Google Analytics
 Added Keywords
 Selected Brand Keywords
 Selected Search Engines
You can check which element you’re missing by clicking on the yellow icon next to the campaign in question (as
illustrated above).
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Adding New Users
In order to add a new user (as an admin), go to the Users table (Settings > Users), enter a username, an email
address and a password and select a language (it defaults to UK English). Please note that each username has to
be unique as the system will not allow you to duplicate usernames. If another user (at another agency has chosen
the same username already, it will stop you creating this user – most common forenames are therefore already
taken). Passwords are case-sensitive.

You will then need to email the user their login details.
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Permission Management
As an admin, when you add new users, you will need to decide what sites they should have access to and what
kind of UI they will see when they first login. For a new user just added, you will be presented with a popup
window as soon as you’ve saved the new user to the system:

Assigning Users to Sites:
Simply decide whether to assign users to all current and future sites or one or more of your existing ones. Once
you’ve added new users on, you will now be able to easily see which users are allocated to each site form the Sites
tab by just clicking on the Actions column and using the “View Users” option:

Configuring the interface:
This part of the system also allows you to specify what kind of user interface that user experiences (whether they
see scores, module descriptions, module statuses, etc). If you have a white label version of the platform setup and
have added a client on as a user, you might want to do this so they see a simpler interface when they login.
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SETTINGS > My Profile
This part of the My Sites section allows you to change user images, passwords, specify language settings and
default date formats.

If you add your image to your login, you will see it when you login at the top right hand corner of the screen and
you will also see your image show up in the Tasks tab when you are assigned tasks on an SEO campaign:
We have plans to make further use of user images, so do recommend that you include them if you have them.
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SETTINGS > Orders
This tab will display your order history, your recurring fees and will also allow you to update credit card details if
you are paying for your Authoritas subscription using this method.
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SETTINGS > My Alerts
Here you can setup email alerts to be sent to you automatically based on:
 Job completions (e.g. keyword ranking, spidering or inbound link import jobs finishing)
 Account issues (e.g. if we have any problem importing Google Analytics data – this is quite common as clients
often change passwords to their GA accounts and the system will need updating if this happens – enter the
new details using the Settings > Configure Analytics option. (If this does happen, once you re-configure access,
the system will automatically fill any gaps).

If you create an email alert so that you have an email sent to you
automatically when the background keyword ranking job has
finished (as shown in the above example), you will receive an email
like this one:
As well as confirming that the job has completed, this email gives
the top 5 movements in each of the above categories:
 New keywords promoted to page 1
 Keywords demoted from page 1
 Keywords that have improved their page 1 position
 Keywords that have decreased their page 1 position
It will not include a copy of an actual, detailed keyword
ranking report – in order to receive this, you need setup an
automated report in the Settings/Reports/Creating Scheduled
Reports:
section.
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SETTINGS > Usage
This shows you your usage of the platform. (You will only see this tab if you have admin privileges). From here, you
can spread your threshold use amongst your various sites – by specifying crawl limits and the number of backlinks
you require detail on for each campaign. To do this, just change the limits in the white boxes for each site and click
on ‘Save changes’. NB: a crawl limit of 0 means "unlimited". If you want to prevent us from crawling a site, enter
‘1’ instead or block our bot (“Curious George”) in your robots.txt file.
Please note:
 Keyword usage limits aren’t set in this section – you simply select the keywords you would like monitoring (for
keyword ranking checks) in the Keyword Research module
 You can spread your usage limits across your sites as you see fit
 Each keyword unit used up in your threshold
 the usage figures shown against each site will only reflect completed jobs for that billing period
o - for example, where keyword ranking jobs are concerned, if we fail, for any reason, to obtain a rank for a
particular keyword, we will not count that particular keyword ranking check against your threshold limits.
 the system works off a principle of a ‘high watermark’ for the billing period (usually a month)
o – for example, if we have completed 600 keyword ranking checks for your sites on your account during that
billing period and your threshold limit for keyword rankings is 500, the system will show an overage charge for
100 keywords for that period.
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SETTINGS > Reports
This section allows you to:
 Design/edit custom reports
 Review the last 50 downloads and download another copy of a recent report
 Setup automated reporting

Creating Custom Report Templates:

Click on the link shown above and you will be presented with the following screen:
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To simply setup custom reports, you need to:
 Give the report a report title
 Upload a cover page image (which will be stretched to each edge of an A4 sheet on the first page) – for PDF
reports only
 Upload a header image which will appear at the top of each page, except the Cover Page
 Make use of the placeholders to add extra automated details to your Cover Page Content
 Add automated paragraphs to your Executive Summary using the placeholder options
 Select the modules to include by dragging and dropping the modules from the left hand side to the Selected
Modules area in the middle (you can customise the order in which modules are exported by dragging the
module name around in the middle section).
 Applying the report template to all current and future sites or to specific sites.
As you design a template, it is worthwhile making use of the option to
download previews of your templates, so you can get the layout just right.
Once you have designed and saved a
custom report and click on any of the main Export Report links from any of the
five main tabs, it will appear in the dropdown menu as an option under the
dotted line:
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Custom reports are now only editable by the user who created them:

If you click on View, you will see a preview of that report template, together with a breakdown of the modules
selected for that template.

Accessing your Mini Report Archive:

This section stores a copy of the last 50 reports you downloaded from the system. Click on the file icon to
download another copy of any report. This is limited to fifty reports simply due to the fact that if we archived
every single report our customers ever downloaded, it would take up a huge amount of disc space. If you want to
keep an archive of reports during a campaign, then we would recommend that you set up a mailbox specifically
for this purpose (seoarchive@exampleseoagency.com e.g.) and set up a scheduled report (below) to send this
mailbox regular reports for all your campaigns.
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Creating Scheduled Reports:
All reports can be scheduled to run automatically. These will be produced by the system and then automatically
sent to the specified email address(es) as a simple email with an attachment.
Simply:
 Select the report name from the dropdown menu and a
box will appear
 Apply the scheduled report to all or multiple sites and/or
campaigns
 Select the required report (standard system report or a
custom one of your own)
 Select the format (XLS, PPT or PDF) – some standard
reports like the Keyword Ranking History report are only
available in CSV or XLS format
 Choose whether to include module description, scores and
module statuses.
 Select a date range for the reports (last month, Last 3
Months or Last 6 Months)
 Specify a scheduled start date (the actual exact time of
receipt may vary slightly depending upon job queues and
priorities on the actual day)
 Specify the frequency (daily, weekly, monthly or quarterly)
 Enter recipients (multiple recipients can be specified by
just using a comma between the email addresses)
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Downloading reports ‘on demand’
If you want to download a system report or a custom report at any time, there are a couple of ways of doing this.
Firstly, from the Sites table (Settings > Sites), click on the Actions column and select “Export Report”:

The second option is to load the data for the site in question and then use the Reports link at the top of each
module:

Either option will bring up an options box.
You can specify a file type (PPT, XLS or PDF) and, if you have
these options visible in the interface, also decide whether to
prevent the scores, module statuses, descriptions from
appearing on the reports.
Clicking on either the “create custom reports” or “recently
generated reports” links will take you to the Reports section
(Settings > Reports).
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From the dropdown menu at the bottom of this box you can then either
select a report of the following types:
o Site Overview (exports the Single Site dashboard)
o Keyword Ranking History (weekly or daily rankings)
o Tasks (exports the Tasks table for that site)
o Full Site Report (exports all data for all modules)
o Month on Month Report
o Pre Sales report
o Section reports (exports all data for all modules in the selected section)
o Custom Reports
Once you’ve clicked on export, the system will begin to create the report and
then when it has finished this process, you will need to click on the
‘Download Report’ button to save it to your PC.

The most it should take is around 5-6 minutes to export a full site report (‘Full Reports’) which will download
around a ~40 slide PowerPoint report or an Excel report with detail shown in ~40 worksheets.
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SETTINGS > Branding
This section allows you to upload logos and PowerPoint templates (PPTX files only) for your whole account or for
reports for specific sites. In order to upload PPTX templates, please follow the instructions on the downloadable
template (or contact your Authoritas account manager and we will upload a template for you).

Please note: if you do upload your own logos and/or PowerPoint templates, please also ensure you untick the box
‘Use Default’ shown against that particular website.
White Labelling
If you have white label management privileges, you will also see this
section. Setting up a white label version of Authoritas usually only takes
around ten minutes!
The first step is to decide the URL you want your white label site to be
available on. You will then need to create a DNS record for this domain.
This is usually done using a control panel on the site you bought your
domain registration from (e.g. www.godaddy.com). The important thing is
to create a new CNAME record which points to app.authoritas.com.
Once the DNS record has been created, you can go to the white label on
the system (Settings/Branding/White Label) and enter this new domain
name as your white label domain, and start setting the other white label
site settings, such as the colours and uploading new graphics files.
Your Google Analytics account details are only required if you want to allow your customers to grant access to
their Google Analytics data to your Google account. You can leave this blank, but your customers will then have to
enter their own Google account details in order to set up Google Analytics integration.
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When you save changes to these settings, you should
be able to see the changes on your white label site
instantly.
You now simply need to complete the options in this
section – colours, logos, etc:
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Configuring Google Analytics Integration for white label domains:
Google support a number of different authentication mechanisms for requesting data from their APIs. Authoritas
supports two of those mechanisms: ClientLogin and OAuth. ClientLogin is an old authentication mechanism which
will be deprecated by Google in April 2015. OAuth is the recommended replacement authentication mechanism.
In order to allow your white label users to use OAuth authentication, you will need to go through the following
steps:
1) Apply for your own Google API account at https://developers.google.com.
2) Create a project at this URL: https://console.developers.google.com/project:

3) Go to APIs and Auth and click on “APIs”:

4) Your project will come with default use of various Google APIs, but the only one you needed to ensure you
turn On is the Analytics API:
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5) Click on Credentials
6) Click on “Create new Client ID”
7) Within the next window you see, select “Web application” and click on “Create Client ID”:

8) Enter your email address and Product name (the other settings are optional):

9) On the next screen, you will need to enter the following information, but don’t forget that the “Authorised
Javascript Origin” URL should be your white label domain and the “Authorised Redirect URLs” should also
refer to your white label domain:
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10) Click on “Create Client ID” and you’ll be presented with your API and Secret details.
11) You’ll then need to go back to the white label section in Authoritas (click on Settings/Branding and open up
the White Label section – if you’re unable to see it, this may be due to your user permissions; please contact us
to request access.
12) You should enter your white label site name, URL and logo in the branding details. Here you will need to paste
in the product name, client ID and client secret from the Google API console:

After saving these changes, you should now see OAuth as an integration option in the Configure Analytics screen.
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SETTINGS > Reseller
Only if you are an Authoritas reseller, will you be able to see this tab:
This will allow you to monitor and manage the clients where you have sold on access to Authoritas platform
(either through your own white label domain or straight into the normal domain). As you may be charging your
reseller clients varying amounts (depending upon your reseller agreement with Authoritas, you may want to
review this from time to time to check the number of sites each company has on the system).
From within this section you are able to:
 add new client companies
 edit their company names (on the Company tab)
 block their access (if need be)
 select pricing packages for each company
Once you’ve added reseller (“daughter”) companies onto the system, you will be able to select that company from
the company dropdown menu in the Settings/Sites tab. Once you’ve selected the company, you will be able to add
new users from the Users tab. Please note the following, though:
 Admins for parent companies have access to all daughter companies and can add/remove sites and users for
those daughter companies.
 Parent company admin users can also create admin users for the daughter companies who can then also
add/remove sites and users for their own companies. However, admins for daughter companies will not be
able to see parent company sites or users and will only see their own usage in the Usage tab; parent company
admins can see all tabs for all daughter companies.
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Appendix A – Authoritas’s module sources
Name, section, sub-section, description, module count, data sources and frequency of data updates
(D daily; W – weekly; M – monthly; I – at the start of a campaign and whenever campaign details change; O – on demand)

Tab:
DASHBOARD

MARKET ANALYSIS
TECHNICAL

KEYWORDS

Module:

GA OMN AUTH GWT GAD MAJ

IT

OTH

22

11

7

23

SEO Analysis

√

PAG (Priority Action Grid)

√

13

√

Performance Summary Dashboard

√

√

√

√

Multisite Campaign Overview

√

√

√

√

Competitive Site Audit

√

√

√

√

√

Site Audit

√

Crawl Health

√

Page Speed

√

Keyword Rankings

√
√

√

2

2

2
D

√

Market Visibility

2

D

√

√

D
D
D
√

√

D

√

W
√

D/W
W

√

√

√

√

W

√

D/W

√

D

√

Ranking Summaries

W

√

Monthly Keyword Rankings

√

Competitive Keyword Rankings

√

√

D/W

√

D/W

√

Keyword Potential

√

√

√

Keyword Research

√

√

√

Top Pages

√

√

W
D/W
√

√

√

D
√

√

√

√

D

Content Analysis

√

Indexation

√

D

Unindexed Pages

√

O

Keyword Density

√

O

Image Errors

√

W

Link Analysis

√

√

D/W

Domain Analysis

√

√

D/W

Competitor Links

√

√

W

√

√

D

Lost Links

√

√

W

New Links

√

√

W

Outbound Links

√

Inbound:Outbound Domains
Link Building

√
√

Link Referrals

RESULTS

4

√

Universal Search

LINKS

3

KPMs (Key Performance Metrics)

Keyword Visits

PAGES

43

FREQ

√

√

W

W
√
√

√

√

√

√

D
O

Result vs Target

√

√

√

√

D

Analytics Benchmarks

√

√

√

√

D

SEO vs PPC Visits

√

√

√

Brand vs Non-Brand Visits

√

√

√

Organic Visits by Engine

√

√

√

Organic Breadth and Depth

√

√

√

Organic Visits & Activity

√

√

√

All Site Sources

√

√

√

D

Organic Goal Conversions

√

√

√

D

Organic E-Com Transactions

√

√

√

Monthly Organic Conversions

√

√

√

√

√

D

Monthly E-Com Conversions

√

√

√

√

√

D

Monthly SEO vs PPC ROI

√

√

√

√

D
√

D
D
D

√

D

D

D

Key:
GA

Google Analytics

GWT

Google Webmaster Tools

IT

IntelliTraffic™

OMN

Omniture Data

GAD

Google Adwords

OTH

Other Data Source

AUTH

Authoritas

MAJ

Majestic

FREQ

Frequency of Update
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Appendix B – Authoritas’s module dependencies
Name, section, sub-section, description and data dependencies
This table is included in order to help clarify data dependencies, so users can understand why modules populate with data within different
timescales. For example, if you notice that a few modules show ‘Collecting data’, this is often the case that these modules are dependent
upon the same data source (spidering or Google Analytics), so it can often be a reminder that you might not have Google Analytics
configured for that site and that the spider hasn’t finished crawling the site yet.
(COM – details for up to 5 competitors being added to your campaign; GA – dependent upon Google Analytics having been configured; SP – dependent upon spider/crawl jobs
finishing; KW – monitored keywords need specifying; SE – search engines specified during campaign setup)

COM

GA

OMN

SP

KW

SE

3

15

15

5

6

7

√

√

√

√

Universal Search

√

√

Ranking Summaries

√

√

Monthly Keyword Rankings

√

√

√

√

Dependency:
Tab:
DASHBOARD

Module:
SEO Analysis
PAG (Priority Action Grid)
KPMs (Key Performance Metrics)
Performance Summary Dashboard

√

Multiple Campaign Overview
MARKET ANALYSIS

Competitive Site Audit

√
√

√

Marketplace Visibility
TECHNICAL

Site Audit

√

Crawl Health

√

Page Speed
KEYWORDS

Keyword Rankings
Keyword Visits

Competitive Keyword Rankings

√

Keyword Potential
Keyword Research
PAGES

√

Top Pages

√

√

Content Analysis

√

Indexation
Unindexed Pages

LINKS

Keyword Density

√

Image Errors

√

Link Analysis
Domain Analysis
Competitor Links

√
√

Link Referrals

√

Lost Links

√

√

New Links
Outbound Links
Inbound:Outbound Domains
Link Building
RESULTS

Result vs Target

√
COM

√

√

Analytics Benchmarks

√

√

SEO vs PPC Visits
Brand vs Non-Brand Visits

√
√

√
√

Organic Visits by Engine

√

√

Organic Breadth and Depth

√

√

Organic Visits & Activity

√

√

All Site Sources

√

√

Organic Goal Conversions

√

√

Organic E-Com Transactions

√

√

Monthly Organic Conversions

√*

√

Monthly E-Com Conversions

√*

√

Monthly SEO vs PPC ROI

√*

√

* - these modules also require you to have entered your SEO fee in order that they show full data
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Appendix C – Search Engine Support
This is a list of the 158 search engine variants we currently support. If you want us to add more search engine support, by all means email
us and let us know which variants you’d like to see added.
Google (93)

Bing (29)

Yahoo (36)

Algeria

Kuwait

Ukraine

Argentina

Argentina

Argentina

Latvia

Uruguay

Australia

Australia

Australia

Lithuania

USA

Austria

Austria

Austria

Luxembourg

Venezuela

Belgium - Dutch

Belgium (FR & NL)

Azerbaijan

Macedonia

Vietnam

Belgium - French

Brazil (PT)

Bangladesh

Madagascar

Brazil

Canada (EN & FR)

Belgium

Malaysia

Canada - English

China

Bolivia

Mauritius

Canada - French

Czech Republic

Botswana

Mexico

France

Denmark

Brazil

Morocco

Germany

Finland

Bulgaria

Netherlands

Hong Kong S.A.R.

France

Canada

New Zealand

India

Germany

Chile

Nigeria

Indonesia

Hong Kong

Colombia

Norway

Italy

Indonesia

Costa Rica

Pakistan

Japan

India

Croatia

Panama

Korea

Ireland

Cyprus

Paraguay

Malaysia

Italy

Czech Republic

Peru

Mexico

Japan

Denmark

Philippines

Netherlands

Malaysia

Dominican Republic

Poland

Norway

Mexico

Ecuador

Portugal

People's Republic of China

Korea

Egypt

Puerto Rico

Poland

Netherlands

El Salvador

Qatar

Russia

New Zealand

Estonia

Romania

Saudi Arabia

Norway

Finland

Russia

South Africa

Philippines

France

Saudi Arabia

Spain

Poland

Germany

Serbia

Sweden

Romania

Gibraltar

Singapore

Switzerland - French

Russian Federation

Greece

Slovakia

Switzerland - German

Singapore

Guatemala

Slovenia

Taiwan

South Korea

Guatemala

South Africa

Turkey

Spain

Honduras

Spain

United Kingdom

Sweden

Hong Kong (English)

Sri Lanka

United States - English

Switzerland (FR & DE)

Hong Kong (Traditional Chinese)

Sweden

United States - Spanish

Taiwan

Hungary

Switzerland

Thailand

India

Taiwan

Turkey

Iraq

Tanzania

UAE (EN & AR)

Ireland

Thailand

UK

Israel

Trinidad & Tobago

USA

Italy

Tunisia

Vietnam

Jamaica

Turkey

USA

Japan

UAE

Kenya

Uganda

Korea (South)
Supported

Plus:

UK
In development

Baidu - Global (1)
Not currently supported
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Yandex (.com & .ru (2)

Platform & Manual History
This table is for reference and document control purposes. It lists the modifications we have made to the platform by module and feature
and the modifications we have made to this user manual to reflect those updates. It will also include notes detailing amendments we have
made to the user manual which may or may not coincide with an update to the platform itself.
Release Date
th

8 Jan 2012

Platform
Version
4.4.3

Modifications:
 Various performance improvements

10th Jan 2012

13th Jan 2012

Manual Version
101
443

4.4.4

 Various performance improvements
 New Sites/Users tabs

444a

20th Jan 2012

444b

23rd Jan 2012

444c

24th Jan 2012

444d

26th Jan 2012

444e

27th Jan 2012

4.4.5

 Various performance improvements
and minor bug fixes
 Modified Scheduled Reporting design
 Extended report archive to 50 reports

31st Jan 2012

445b






9th Feb 2012

4.4.6






Modification to Add Sites permissions
Password reset link
Scheduled reports validation
Campaign names added to reports
KW table column headings relabelled
Fixed Custom Report module layout
Whitelabel support for Access Denied
page
Added export icon to the My Sites tab
Revised code for Review Unindexed
Pages

10th Feb 2012
th

15 Feb 2012
nd

2 Mar 2012

4.4.7
4.4.8

12 Mar 2012
4.4.9

18th Mar 2012

4.4.10

19th Mar 2012

4.4.10

4th April 2012

4.4.10

4.5

 Performance improvement (spider
database)
 Minor bug fixes and added ability to
move sites between companies (for
resellers)

 A little more detail added to Alexa Rank
module

4410a

4410c
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 Edited Review Unindexed Pages explanation

448a

4410b
 New workload management features
 Whitelabel branding of emails
 Blank default PPT template for whitelabel customers
 Support for rel=canonical

 Added section on downloading reports on
demand
 Added more detail on KW Visits module

447a

448b

15th Mar 2012

 First official pre-release of manual produced
 Renamed manual names to tie in with platform versions
 Minor corrections and more details provided on scoring calculations
 Settings/User sections updated
 Campaign wizard instructions included
 More advice added to some modules (Most
Popular Landing Pages e.g.)
 Appendix C (Search Engine Support) added
 Scoring explanations added to:
 Ratio Inbound/Outbound Domains
 Screenshots changed for Compare All Sites
and Comp Link Quality
 Section added on data import timescales
and site deletion process
 Excel report screenshots added to Results
section
 Added a ‘Note on Keyword Rankings’ section
 Added more detail to Inbound/Outbound
Domain Ratio
 Added 301 advice
 Added further detail on Import Manual Link
Prospects module
 Revised scheduled reporting advice to allow
for the new UI design
 Extended archive limit description to 50

446a

446b
 Improvements to user/site permissons
 New PDF and PPT reporting features

th

27th April 2012

445a

Modifications:

45a

 Added more detail to SEMRush search volume data explanation
 Added scoring details to Meta Data module

 Month on Month keyword performance data
 Minor bug fixes and performance
improvements

30th April 2012

8th May 2012

4.5

4.5.1

23rd May 2012

4.5.1

29th May 2012

4.6

4th June 2012

4.6.1

45b

 Added support for duplicate sites
managed by different companies
 Minor bug fixes and performance
improvements

11th June 2012

13th June 2012

451a

451b

 Improvements to charting options in
Results – now with selectable chart
types, including column and stacked
bar charts and YOY comparisons.
 Upgraded Google Analytics API

46a

4.7

47a

19th June 2012

47b

22nd Jun 2012

47c

3rd July 2012

47d

6th July 2012

4.7.1

 Table view on Dashboard -> All Sites
page (filterable, sortable and exportable to CSV)
 Improved Google Analytics authentication
 Improved mouseover help on metrics
on Dashboard pages (This Site and All
Sites)

13th July 2012

471c

20th July 2012

4.7.2

22nd July 2012

4.7.3

 *11 New Majestic metrics* for link
prospects, so they now include:
 Domain Citation Flow
 Domain Inbound Links
 Domain PR (PageRank)
 Domain Ref Domains
 Domain Trust Flow
 Page Citation Flow
 Page Inbound Links
 Page Outbound Links
 Page Ref Domains
 Page Ref IPs
 Page Ref Subnets
 Page TrustFlow
 Improved performance and data
integrity checks
 (Confidential) integration work

6th August 2012

 Added more detail to indexation modules
 Added IONSearch example to Custom 404
page
 Added small detail to Usage section on setting crawl limits
 Revamped Excel screenshots for new chart
modules
 Extended explanation for duckduckgo.com
link prospecting.
 Updated All Site overview section

 Updated link building modules with more
detail.
 Updated custom report details
 Removed mention of deprecated link prospect modules
 Updated section on link prospecting to include explanation of new metrics
 Added new TOC

472a

473a
473b
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 Added more detail to Tasks tab section on
editing multiple tasks
 Added detail on Performance Monitoring
module (Pages bringing Traffic)
 Added note about duckduckgo.com prospecting to Link Prospects module (p.89).
 Adjusted detail relating to working with sub
folders

471a

471b

19th July 2012

 Added comment about task email notifications
 Added further detail to meta data modules
 Added further details to Reseller section
 Added detail about multiple task assignment in the Tasks tab
 Updated Results module explaining the new
chart options

461a
461b

 Updated link prospecting process
(using duckduckgo.com)
 Updated test for pages indexed in
Bing
 Pricing support for Euros

 Added notes on task assignment email notifications
 Added a few pages on the new multi-site
Tasks tab and task management features
 Added explanation for Rel Canonical column
in Meta data tables

 Added section on deleting custom tasks to
Tasks tab section

22nd August 2012

473c

24th August 2012

473d

28th August 2012

4.7.4

New Keyword Suggestions from
Google/Bing Suggest

474a
474b

th

25 September 2012

4.7.5

 Admin users can now delete campaigns
 Keyword group filtering for the
Monitored Keywords chart

2nd October 2012

475a

8th October 2012

475b

15th October 2012

4.7.6

18th October 2012

4.7.7

th

14 November 2012

4.7.8

26th November 2012

5.0.0

29th November 2012

5.0.1

3rd December 2012

5.0.2

19th December 2013

5.0.3

14th Jan 2013

5.0.4

30th Jan 2013

5.0.5

23rd March 2013

5.1

 Minor modifications to advice provided
 New branded document template
 Updated advice on Poor Anchor Text to
reflect Google’s Penguin update
 Added video icon and links to module videos
 Added a little more detail to Review Unindexed Pages module
 Added section on obtaining Google and Bing
keyphrase suggestions
 Added extra explanation on importing historical ranking data

 New multi-site dashboard design!
 Even greater search engine support – more Google, Yahoo and
Bing variants added (Google – Botswana, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, Singapore and UAE; Bing – New Zealand; Yahoo – New Zealand and
Romania)
 New Pricing Structure launched!
 $/Euro billing support
 Minor bug fixes
 *Re-designed UI* with one module
loading at a time (rather than the
whole tab)
 New module-only reports
 New Quicklinks menu
 bullet points on the module menus
indicating each module status (notice, pass, warning or critical)
 export links on task pages
 Freemium signups without credit
cards
 In-app warnings whenever usage
charges are about to be incurred
 New Competitor data import process
 Launch of new Rewards Programme!
 In-app upgrades - users can now
upgrade their packages (including
changing currency) within the application
 Users can now search from within
the site drop down
 API updates - we added some new
functionality to the API to help big
customers manage their sites
 Google support added for Argentina, Bulgaria, Chile, Colombia, Hong
Kong, Japan, Luxembourg, Thailand
 Allow admins to backdate GA data
to any date requested by the client
 Allow admins to reinstate cancelled
subscriptions
 Big Update! Includes the following:
 *BRAND NEW* Link Referral module
 Phase 1 Release of the new Link
Building functionality
 Social Sharing Data now included
in the Link Building section and the
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476a

 Added section on deleting campaigns
 Added two more pages to Monitored Keywords module to explain how the keyword
group filtering works
 Added extra detail to Setup Webmaster
Tools account module
 Added Index and SEO Glossary
 Expanded section on m/site dashboard to
explain new features
 Updated Appendix C (search engine support)

477a
478a

 Added more detail on sitemap modules to
show locations searched

500a

501a

502a

 Changed screenshots to reflect new v5 UI
 Re-wrote section on the UI
505a

Most Popular Landing Pages module
 Authorship Analysis accessible
now in the Universal Search module and the Detailed Monitored
Keywords and Keyword Research
task tables
 Retired: Determine Link Strategy,
Poor Anchor Text and Deep Link
Ratio modules (deep link ratio data
still held in Competitive Site Audit
and task status in Backlink Analysis
now includes deep link analysis).

4th April 2013

5.1.1

 Automated PDF reporting option
added to Scheduled Reporting

22nd April 2013

5.1.2

 New My Sites section

25th April 2013

5.1.3

 Omniture Integration (Data Warehouse API support Only)

513a

9th May 2013

5.1.4

 OAuth Support added

514a

20th May 2013
6th June 2013
th

7 June 2013

514b
5.1.5
5.1.6

17th June 2013

5.1.7

19th June 2013

5.1.8

20th June 2013

5.1.9

 Added fixed month periods to
Scheduled Reporting section
 Retired Yahoo Indexation module
 Improved Google Analytics configuration messaging
 Support for Google (Pakistan) added
 Removed GWT keyword imports
 Keyword Parallelisation Project
completed (backend improvement)
 Adhoc Data Refresh added to the
platform for Pro+ (or above) customers

2nd July 2013
15th July 2013

5.2.0

5.2.1

23rd July 2013

5.2.2

24th July 2013

5.2.3

7th August 2013

5.2.4

12th August 2013

5.2.5

16 August 2013

515a
516a

5.2.6

 Adds support for collection of VAT
numbers for EU businesses
 Amex Support
 Re-designed Custom Report builder
 Support added for: Google (Taiwan,
South Korea), Bing (Taiwan) and
Yahoo (Taiwan)
 Adjustment to Review Unindexed
Pages component
 Bug fixes

th

28 August 2013

5.2.7
5.2.8

 Removed mentions of Yahoo indexation

517a

 Added section on this
519a
 Added more detail to Setting up a Brand
filter section
 Corrected detail on dashboard KPIs

520a
 Updated Appendix C
 Updated section on Custom Reports
521a

522a

 Updated explanation of this module

523a

 Internal minor finance fixes
 Better system messaging
 Support for historical ranking data
imports from Yooda
 Donut charts added to Result vs
Target module
 Changes to GWT configuration

526a

526b

28th August 2013

 Updated appendices
 Added section on Support and the
Knowledge Base to the introduction
 Modified Campaign Setup Wizard instructions
 Added detail on OAuth configuration for
white labels
 Updated Scheduled Reporting details

 Updated Appendix C

519b

22nd July 2013

th

511a

 Added more references to Welcome Programme
 Added section on new Link Referral module
 Re-wrote Link Building section
 Added detail on Authorship to Universal
Search and Keyword Research areas
 Updated appendices
 Modified Scheduled Report section
 Added illustration of this to the UI section

 Cover pages added for PDF reports!
 Social Sign On deployed (Twitter,
LinkedIn and Google+ supported)
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527a
528a

 Updated Result vs Target module explanation
 Updated Keyword Potential module explanation
 Updated the section on Step 1 of the Campaign Setup Wizard to reflect changes to
keyword import process and Step 4 to allow
for support for non-standard Google Analytics configurations
 Edited custom report section

19th September 2013

5.2.9

25th September 2013
th

26 September 2013

1st October 2013

5.2.10

5.3

 Internal Reports
 Review of Task Statuses
 Updated custom reports to allow
for export of Site Overview KPIs
 Support for Google (Qatar) added
 *New* Monitored Keywords
module design (now shows rank
change over selected time period,
ranking URL and Search Volume)!
 Google Analytics integration updated (drops support for client login on new domains, except for
white label sites)

9th October 2013

529a
529b
5210a

 Updated Monitored Keywords module

530a

530b
 Google support added for:





10th October 2013

5.3.1











Algeria
Azerbaijan
Bangladesh
China (queries go to
google.com.hk)
Ecuador
Egypt
Kuwait
Morocco
Peru
Serbia
Sri Lanka
Venezuela
Vietnam

 Updated Appendix C

 Appendix C (Search Engine Support) now
shows search engines currently being added
to the platform
 Appendix C updated

531a

 Yahoo support added for:

 Hong Kong
 A modification to the Monitored
Keywords table, based on customer
feedback:



th

16 October 2013

5.3.2


th

30 October 2013

5.3.3

26th November 2013

5.3.4

26th November 2013

5.4.0

17th December 2013

5.4.1

18th December 2013

5.4.2

Best Ever rank on each engine is
now available as a separate column
(indicated by a 5 pointed star)
A message is displayed when the
data is not for the current date
(e.g. you have selected an old year)
If we don't have rank data for the
whole of the selected date range
(e.g. keywords which were added
part way through the date range),
we calculate the change based on
the data we have, and display a yellow triangular warning icon by the
keyword

 *New* Organic Conversion module!
 *New* E-Commerce Transaction
module
 Landing Page data added to Organic Breadth and Depth module
 New site config wizard - now with
six steps, re-organised into more
logical stages, saving changes after
each step is completed - and much
better design
 Local ranking support - on Google,
when a country is chosen, users
can optionally choose a town to get
ranking data for, and a language
(where Google support multiple
languages), and they can choose up
to 20 engine/country/search
type/town/language combination
 New pricing packages for Freemium, Startup, Growing and Established customers, with more incentives and calls to action for them to
upgrade
 Yandex (Global) support – for
keyword rankings
 - deprecation of AC Rank from link
data
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 Updated explanation for Monitored Keywords module

532a

 Updated relevant sections
533a

6th Jan 2014

5.4.3

14th Jan 2014

5.4.4

30th Jan 2014

5.4.5

 - new metrics: Trust flow, Citation
flow and Country Code (with flags)
affecting the following components: Backlink Analysis, Competitor Link Quality, Check New Inbound Links and Dashboard > All
Sites summary metrics
 Crawler notifications (Pages
Crawled module now includes the
following details for each URL: "200
OK", "Blocked by robots.txt", "Unable to connect", "Blocked by rel
nofollow", "Blocked by meta
noindex", "Blocked by meta nofollow"
 13 new Google variants added (Bolivia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Jamaica, Panama, Paraguay,
Puerto Rico, Trinidad & Tobago,
Uruguay, Mauritius)
 New SEMRush data (Number of
Results and CPC per keyword)
 New SEMRush Data Refresh button
in Keyword Research (for Pro+ customers or above)
 Baidu support! (for Baidu Global)

31 Jan 2014

5.4.6

 Adjustment to chart filtering

11th Feb 2014

5.4.7.

 Launch of a new REST API
 Daily rankings are available!
 Executive Summaries for PDF reports:
 Improved custom report UI
 Placeholder insertions and
creators
 New Executive Summary section
 More efficient site selection UX
 Improved filtering memories for
tables
 Updated Results vs Target to allow
for 6 KPIs to be set
 *NEW* Multi-colour chart added
to Keyword Ranking Summaries
module
 *NEW* Multi-colour chart added
to Competitor Keyword Ranking
module

st

18th Feb 2014

5.4.8

24th Feb 2014

5.4.9

26th Feb 2014

5.4.9.09

th

28 Feb 2014

5.4.10

 Added support for google.tn (Tunisia)

27th Mar 2014
21st May 2014

18th June 2014

25th June 2014

V546a

 Daily rankings functionality released (free to
Pro+ customers or above)

v5410a
v5410c

5.5

5.5.2

5.5.3

 IntelliTraffic™ launched (restores
keyword visit data)
 9 Search Engine Variants added:
o Google: Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Cyprus, Iraq, Macedonia,
Tanzania and Uganda
o Yahoo: Japan
 New Monitored Keywords chart selection process
 Added Google Madagascar
 Added Monitored Keywords and
Keyword Group columns to Universal Search module
 Dead links now show external and
internal dead links from GWT
 Link Research table now includes a
column showing the Google hack
and each keyword used for each
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 Updated relevant sections to bring manual
up to date
 See our website for further details on APIs

v55a







Updated Keyword Ranking Summaries
Updated Competitive Keyword Ranking
Updated references to daily rankings
Updated Appendix C
Modified section on Campaign Setup







Removed references to obsoleted modules
Added IntelliTraffic™ explanations
Updated Appendix A
Updated Google Webmaster Tools section
Updated Appendix C







Updated Monitored Keywords section
Updated Universal Search section
Updated Appendix C
Updated Deadlinks section
Updated Link Research section

v552a

v553a

prospect domain
 Added support for Yandex.ru
 Update to Search Volume data
source
 Removed option for Manual uploading Search data (unnecessary
now)

v554a

 New User Interface

v562a

 New Market Visibility module

v563a

4th July 2014

5.5.4

23rd July 2014

5.5.5

16th March 2015

5.6.2

6th July 2015

5.9

25th August 2015

5.10

14th October 2015

5.11

 New chart options added to Ranking Summaries module
 SERPS API integration

29th October 2015

5.12

 Mobile rankings added!

4th November 2015

5.12.1

6th November 2015

5.12.5

7th December 2015

5.12.26

7th December 2015

5.12.27

15th January 2016

5.13

th

25 April 2016

5.16

23rd June 2016

5.17

v555a

v512a

 Market Visibility categorisation
 Added 4 more KPIs to the Single
Site dashboard:
o All Site Visits
o Organic Average Bounce Rate
o Organic Page Views
o Organic Average Time on Site
 Added 5 new metrics to the Top
Pages module:
o All Visits
o Bounce Rate
o Average Time on Page
o Page Views
o Organic Conversions

 Updated Appendix C

Updated entire manual to reflect UX, UI and
other changes. Also updated all appendices.
 Replaced Marketplace Potential module
description with explanation of new Market
Visibility module
 Updated GWT configuration section
(OAuth2)
 Updated appendices
 Minor screenshot changes to reflect cosmetic changes (arrows)

 Added section on Mobile Rankings to Keywords Rankings module
 Added section on categorisation to Market
Visibility module
 Updated section on dashboard KPIs

v512a

 Updated section on configuring Google
Analytics
 Updated Top Pages module
v51227a

v51227b

 Added more detail on long tail keywords

 Domain Alias rank checking
 Google Analytics segment backdating

v51317a

 Updated Domain Alias section

 *NEW* Page Speed module

V5179a

 Updated Page Speed module
 Added section on site tagging

 Google Analytics segment support
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SEO Glossary
Term
200s

301s

301 redirect chains
302s

4XX Errors – 400,403,404s (Deadlinks)

AC Rank
Adwords
Adword site
Affiliate

Algorithm (algo)

Algorithmic results
ALLINTITLE

Alt Tags

Analytics
Anchor Text
Apache
API

Article Directory Submissions

Definition
Server “OK” response codes, which essentially the respective page can be located and
displayed in a browser.
Permanent redirects, controlled by a server (e.g. by modifying the htaccess file on an Apache
server). These commands redirect a user to another url when they call up one url. They can be
useful in practice if you need to redirect to a user to another url because of a re-branding
exercise or a canonical issue (see Canonicalization). From an SEO point of view, 301s are
considered to pass link juice.
If you don't redirect and simply move your site to a domain, then users who have already
bookmarked your site will be unable to find it. Similarly, 301s help search engines if they have
already indexed your existing site as they are therefore not providing links to non-existent
pages. However, some SEOs have suggested that having too many 301s can have a negative SEO
effect (See 301 redirect chains).
The process of having one page 301 redirect to another page which in turn 301 redirects to a
third page and so on. Some SEOs argue that Google treats such 301 chains unfavourably.
Temporary redirects. Not considered to pass link juice. Having a 302 redirect on a homepage is
considered to be fundamentally poor SEO.
A
The page your website user will see if they follow a dead link. This can either be a standard
browser-default page saying that the page doesn't exist or a custom 404 page which usually
comes with an apology on the webmaster's behalf that they've wasted your time directing you
to a non-existent webpage. You can make these as humorous as you like, but you will always
need one simply because no matter who watertight your website design and CMS is, there will
always be some fat-fingered chap who can't help accidentally adding random characters after
the '.com/' in the browser's address bar. We all do it. Please see the advice given in our section
on the Deadlinks and Custom 404 modules.
A quality score from Majestic, based on referring domain analysis. An AC Rank of 0, for
example, simply means that the domain with that score has no other domains linking to it. A
detailed explanation can be found in Majestic’s own glossary.
See Google Adwords.
(MFA) Made For Google AdSense Advertisements - websites that are designed from the ground
up as a venue for GA advertisements.
An affiliate site markets products or services that are actually sold by another website or
business in exchange for fees or commissions. They tend to have a high number of banner ads.
A complicated (and proprietary) mathematical equation used by a search engine set to
calculate the relevance of its indexed web pages to your particular query. In the context of SEO,
search engines therefore use algorithms in order to determine the relevance and hence the
ranking of search engine results. See ranking factors. These are continually being changed by
the search engines in order to incorporate new data and improve relevancy and are closely
guarded secrets to prevent the system being gamed or exploited by SEOs or others. To see the
details of Google's recent algorithm change, please follow this link.
Another way of describing the natural search results produced by search engines in the SERPs.
See Google Hacks.
Search engines sometimes struggle with multimedia content. It's difficult for them to spider
images, video and sound files. Alt tags simply allow you to 'tag' a video or image with
searchable text strings. SEO software should be able to spider your website and identify any
images which are missing these tags. They are also useful in terms of accessibility for users with
disabilities as alt tags can often be read by screen reading software for those who are visually
impaired.
A program which assists in gathering and analyzing data about website usage. Google Analytics
is a feature rich, popular, free analytics program. Other popular analytics solutions include
Adobe Omniture, Webtrends and Coremetrics.
The visible part of a hyperlink which a user sees on a webpage. These should ideally contain
your chosen Keywords, but be careful not to overdo it.
Open source web server software – see this Wikipedia article for more detail.
A set of rules which allow one piece of software to make use of the functions of another.
Google Analytics API is the perhaps most important API you need consider when using SEO
tools as it can pull data from Google which in turn can be pulled into an SEO tool for more
detailed analysis. This article on our blog explains its importance in more depth.
When you have written a piece of content as an article, you can submit it to directory websites
which stores these as a resource for other websites to use (thus giving you multiple backlinks
for the same piece of work). However, excessive use of this technique might see your site
penalized by Google (following the Panda and Penguin updates in 2011/2012).
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Article Syndication
Astroturfing
Authority

Authority site

Backlink(s)
(inlink, incoming link)

Bad link(s)

Bad neighbourhood(s)
Bait and Switch
Banner Ads
Banning

Black Hat SEO

Blacklisted
Blog

Blog spam

Body Text
Bot
(robot, spider, crawler)

The process of distributing articles for simultaneous publication of multiple websites. See also
Article Directory Submissions.
Participating in a user forum with the secret purpose of branding, customer recruitment, or
public relations, whilst trying to appear impartial.
See trust, link juice, Google juice. The amount of trust that a site is credited with for a particular
search query. Authority/trust is derived from related incoming links from other trusted sites.
The greater the level of authority, the better. See Domain Authority.
A website which has many incoming links from other related expert/hub sites. Because of this
simultaneous citation from trusted hubs an authority site usually has high trust, Pagerank and
search results placements. Wikipedia is a good example of an authority site.
B
Backlinks are links back to your site. You generally want to have high volume (or a high
proportion of inbound to outbound links), consistent, reliable, good quality backlinks (i.e.
backlinks from respectable domains or domains with a high Domain Authority) and you want
them in higher volume to your competitors. You should also consider whether your link partner
is producing content relevant to your site and take into account the variety of domains linking
to your site and their quality (see Referring Domain Analysis). Also consider the rate at which
you acquire new inbound links as Google has been known to take a cynical view of sites which
have sudden hikes in the number of inbound links (see link velocity). Also take into
consideration the referring domain’s neighbourhood.
Typically you want your site to have a high volume of good quality backlinks (and a higher
proportion when compared to your own outbound links). However, there are some types of
links you shouldn't particularly covet. For example,

Links from adult, pharmaceutical or gambling websites

Links from link farms

Paid Links and sponsored reviews

Links from sites with duplicate content

Links from sites with thin content

Links from sites with the same location (same IP)

Links from sites all owned by the same person

Irrelevant links that are also linking to other irrelevant sites

Links from sites with a high quantity of links on their pages

Links from already penalised sites - sites where rankings have dropped – analyse the
sites listed for the top 10,000 keywords

Links from a 'bad neighbourhood' – who shares their servers?
Domains which employ black hat techniques. These can often be found in the same cluster of
IPs (hence bad neighbourhoods). Check if these sites have been penalized or delisted by Google
by using the site: Google hack.
See Code Swapping.
A graphical advert on a site which usually includes a trackable link to the advertised site.
You really don't want this to happen to your site or your client's site. Banned or blacklisted sites
are removed from the search engine's index. Oops! Your site is almost invisible as a result. Of
course, bookmarked or direct traffic will still reach you, but the search engines will turn a blind
eye to your site when users are searching for what would have relevant terms to your website.
Search engine optimization tactics that are counter to best practices such as the Google
Webmaster Guidelines. Search engines do not like these techniques as they distort results (and
can therefore have a detrimental effect on the relevancy of results). Use of Black Hat
techniques can see your website penalized by the search engines so your rankings go down or
disappear altogether (see Banning). Examples of Black Hat techniques include cloaking and
building link farms. We don't endorse black hat techniques as they can often have short-term
results and the downsides can be catastrophic. You can also get reported to the search engines
if your competitors notice that you've been using black hat techniques. See also: grey hat,
white hat.
See Banning.
A website which presents content in a more or less chronological series. Content may or may
not be time sensitive. Most blogs us a Content Management System such as WordPress rather
than individually crafted Webpages. Because of this, the Blogger can chose to concentrate on
content creation instead of raw HTML code.
Spamming a blog usually by commenting on an article in the hope that your comment gets
published and includes a link to your site. Most comments sections of blogs usually no-follow
comments, though, so this can be an ineffective way of increasing your backlinks.
The main bulk of your webpage's content. SEO considerations here: KW density, prominence
and proximity. KW frequency of 1-6, a word count of 300-400 words and prominence of c.50%
is generally a good rule of thumb.
A program which performs a task more or less autonomously. Search engines use bots to find
and add web pages to their search indexes. You block spiders from crawling your site or
sections of your site using the robots.txt file on our web server.
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Bounce Rates

Breadcrumbs
Brochureware
Broken Links

Browser

Caffeine

Campaign keywords

Canonicalization

Click Fraud
Click Through
Click Through Rates (CTR)

Cloaking

CMS

Cloud-based software

Code Height
Code swapping

Comment spamming

Commercial Investigation Searches
Competitive Keyword Rankings
Competitive Site Audits

The rate at which users leave your site after viewing only one page, i.e. they 'bounce back off
your site', often very quickly. Compare to Pageviews in Google Analytics (or Authoritas – see
the Results/Monthly Reports section. It is often a good measure of the effectiveness or
otherwise of your landing pages – see Landing Page Optimisation.
Web site navigation in a horizontal bar above the main content which helps the user to
understand where they are on the site and how to get back to the root areas.
A website designed to promote a business, whilst not directly generating revenue for the
business (like an online corporate brochure).
A hyperlink which is broken, i.e. which links to a page which cannot be found or displayed. This
typically refers to internal links as broken links where backlinks are concerned are usually
described as Lost Links.
The software used to surf the web. The most popular browsers are Mozilla Firefox, Google’s
Chrome and Internet Explorer, but there are many others including Opera, Navigator (on Unix
machines) and Sea Monkey.
C
A Google update from 2010 (and what SEOs often need a lot of!) – designed to help Google to
identify freshly update website content, so it could provide relevant and timely SERP results to
searchers; hence the need to continue to produce fresh content for your website and/or to
review your existing content and freshen it up.
The keywords you want to focus your efforts on in order to help improve your search engine
results. See Monitored Keywords.
See also Duplicate Content and Rel Canonical Tag. The word “canon” is defined as the
legitimate or official version, hence canonicalization refers to issues relating to duplicate
content whereby search engines have difficulty deciding which is the the legitimate page of
your site in relation to a certain query. It is often nearly impossible to avoid duplicate content,
especially with CMSs like WordPress, but also due to the fact that www.site.com, site.com, and
www.site.com/index.htm are supposedly seen as duplicates by the search engines - although
it’s a bit hard to believe they aren’t more sophisticated than that. However these issues can be
dealt with effectively in several ways including - using the rel canonical tag in the non-canonical
copies, and/or 301 server redirects to the canon. You can therefore canonicalize whole domains
and individual pages.
Improper clicks on a PPC advertisement. Click fraud is a huge issue for Google, because it
lowers advertiser confidence that they will get fair value for their advertisement spend.
A click on a link or ad in the SERPS which directs the searcher to your site/page.
The rate are which your listing in the SERPs get a click from a searcher – it relates to both PPC
ads and organic search results.
A deceitful practice of delivering different content to the search engine spider than that seen
by the human users, usually to make your site appear more relevant to the query than it is
actually is. This Black Hat tactic is frowned upon by the search engines and caries a virtual
death penalty of the site/domain being banned from the search engine result, which will
obviously impact on the amount of traffic your website receives. So don't do it! (See also:
White Hat, and Black Hat).
Content Management System - Programs such as Drupal, Wordpress, Joomla and Magento,
which help publishers to produce websites without acquiring or even understanding
sophisticated coding skills.
Also known as SAAS (Software as a Service) or Web Apps. Cloud-based services are provided by
a whole variety of software companies (Salesforce and Gmail are good examples of cloud-based
services). However, where SEO is concerned, cloud-based services offer several benefits over
traditional CD-based products. For example, updates to web apps are almost instantaneous in
that a user benefits from an upgrade as soon as they next login following a new release. With
CD-based services, users often have to wait for upgrade CDs to arrive so they can update the
software on their PC or download an update file and then install it.
How high code such as link data is in your webpage’s actual code. How high the code is on your
page is considered to be a factor when search engines crawl your site in order to calculate page
rankings.
Also called Bait and Switch. The process whereby you change your website’s content after it has
achieved high rankings.
A black hat method for improving your own website's search results. It simply involves
commenting in forums or responding to blogs with either blatant spam or more subtle, but
fairly vacuous comments, the purpose of the comment not being to contribute to the
discussion, but simply to increase your own site's keyword rankings. See also: Blog Spamming.
Are you trying to find a future sales prospect, partner or supplier? Then you're conducting a
commercial investigation search. Again, this is most likely non-transactional, at least initially.
See the Keyword section (Keywords > Competitive Rankings).
An audit of your site and your competitors’ sites, usually done by using a spidering piece of
software rather than manually reviewing code and site structures. See the Competitive Site
Audit module. These are conducted by SEOs in order to understand whether a site’s structure
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Content

Content Farms
Content Management Systems
Content to Query Matching
Contextual Advertising
Contextual Link Inventory (CLI)
Conversion
Conversion Rate
Conversion Tracking
Conversion Analytics
Conversion Rate

Copy/Copywriting
Cost Per Acquisition (CPA)
Cost Per Click (CPC)

Cost Per Thousand (CPM)

Crawlers

Crawlability
CRO (Conversion Rate Optimisation)
CTR
Custom 404 page

Datacentres
Dead links
(See also: 404 page)
Delisted / delisting

Description Tag (Meta Description)

Directory / directories

Domain Age

and setup is helping or hindering its performance in the SERPs when benchmarked against
competitor websites setup and structure.
“Content is key!”, “Content is king!” or “Content is the king-maker!”. You’ll hear this a lot if you
attend Search conferences at the moment. Producing well-written interesting content can only
help improve your rankings, but you always need to consider the quality and relevancy level.
Professional copywriters can be hired to produce regular content for your site if you're
struggling to find the time yourself. You also need to keep your content ‘fresh’ – see Freshness.
Banner Ads, navigation areas, breadcrumbs and branding items are not considered to be
content.
Sites which churn out articles to reflect what people are searching for, thereby helping to work
their way up the SERPs, but frustrating users by providing irrelevant results. Google has recently
(Feb 2011 Panda Update), targeted such sites in order to penalize their rankings.
See CMS.
The process by which you ensure that your site reflects how searchers try to find it.
Advertising which is related to the content of the webpage. See CLI below.
This relates to the ways in which ads are served by an ad server on a website, based on the
content of the page.
The measure of how many visits to your site are converting to the goals you wanted to achieve.
(Sales, completed lead forms, ad clicks and newsletter signups could all be considered as goals.)
See Conversion Tracking.
The percentage of visitors who convert. See Conversion.
Tracking how many conversions your website has obtained over a period of time. Conversions
can be setup in Google Analytics and assigned a revenue value (e.g. sales lead value).
See Sales Attribution.
The relationship between visitors to a web site and actions consider being a “conversion,” such
as a sale or requesting to receive more information. Often expressed as a percentage. If a web
site has 100 visitors and 10 of them convert, then the site has a 10% conversion rate.
Put simply, copy is the content of your website. Having good copy (or content) can only help
your website achieve good rankings and convert visits into sales (or other objectives). See
Content.
The cost of acquiring a customer.
The amount for each click paid by an advertiser for every time someone clicks on a PPC ad –
Google’s revenue is largely generated by PPC.
A system whereby an advertiser pays an agreed amount for the number of times their ad is
seen by a consumer, regardless of the consumer's subsequent action. This is heavily used in
online banner ad sales. CPM stands for "cost per thousand," since ad views are often sold in
blocks of 1,000 and the M in CPM is Latin for thousand (millium).
Crawlers, otherwise called spiders, are pieces of code designed to audit websites. They crawl by
following internal hyperlinks from one page to another. Some spiders will simply be interested
in the link data so they can produce linkmaps, such as Majestic's. Some, like our own, will crawl
your website and examine the source code to identify issues requiring attention. Google also
uses spiders in order to produce its index – they make copies of the web pages found and
stores these in the search engine's index.
How easy it is for your site to be crawled (See also: Crawlers).
The process of optimising websites or individual pages in order to improve conversion rates.
See Click Through Rates.
A missing page produced as a result of user error in keying in the wrong web address within
your domain or due to an oversight in your website design (See: Custom 404).
D
Google uses data centres in order to store and run its index and deliver SERPs and other
services (See www.google.com/about/datacenters/)
See 4XX Errors – 400,403,404s (Deadlinks)
See Banning.
A meta tag which can be used to display a description of the page in the SERPs. The meta
description content will show directly under the Title tag and url in the SERP listings. Optmising
your meta description can help with click through rates, but isn’t considered to be a direct
ranking factor. If you leave the meta descriptions blank, the search engine will try to fill if for
you, using a combination of your title tag and your body content.
A type of search engine where listings are gathered through human efforts or by submission,
rather than by automated crawling of the web. In directories, web sites are often reviewed,
summarized in about 25 words and placed in a particular category. DMOZ was an example of an
open source directory project. Yahoo directory is a well-known online directory, but there are
plenty of others.
How long the domain has been live. Domain age is considered to be a ranking factor as the
longer a domain has existed can be taken as an indication of domain authority.
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Doorway Page

Duplicate Content

Dynamic Content

Dynamic URLs

E-Commerce website

Enterprise SEO

Feed
FFA

Flash
Flash Optimisation
Forms

Frames/I-Frames
Freshness
Friendly URLs
Gateway Page
Geolocation

Geographical Targeting

Goals

Google

Google Adwords

A web page created expressly in hopes of ranking well for a term in a search engine's non-paid
listings and which itself does not deliver much information to those viewing it. Instead, visitors
will often see only some enticement on the doorway page leading them to other pages (i.e.,
"Click Here To Enter), or they may be automatically propelled quickly past the doorway page.
With cloaking, they may never see the doorway page at all. Several search engines have
guidelines against doorway pages, though they are more commonly allowed in through paid
inclusion programs. Also referred to as bridge pages, gateway pages and jump pages.
Search engines do not like filling their indexes with duplicate content and so are likely to
penalize your website if they consider it to contain a significant amount of duplicate content.
Some CMSs will produce web pages which could be considered to be duplicates of others. In
order to avoid penalties, you can use rel canonical tags to effectively instruct search engines to
treat one page as a copy of another - see Canonicalization.
Content in a website which is generated dynamically, often due to user interaction with the
page. Languages such as JavaScript enable websites to become much more dynamic in the way
in which they display data.
A url which is generated dynamically, often as a result of a particular user using a particular
query or keyword. Dynamic URLs can lead to potential problems with duplicate content issues
and are awkward to bookmark. See the Friendly URLs module.
E
A website designed with a view to generating online sales. See also Brochureware.
Can relate either enterprise SEO software in the sense that the software goes into a great deal
with enterprise websites (i.e. large corporate or e-commerce sites) or it can relate to the SEOs
who carry out the SEO work in the sense that they face particular hurdles in having SEO-related
work carried out due to the nature of dealing with large corporations – see this article for more
information - http://searchengineland.com/you-know-youre-an-enterprise-seo-if-126028
F
Content delivered to a user, often through a specific <div> on a webpage. See RSS Feed.
Stands for “Free for All”. Often refers to webpages on link farms whereby pages often contain
lots of outbound links to unrelated websites and very little (thin) unique content. Such websites
are of little use to human users and so are penalized by search engines. A lot of people
managing link farms often link the number of outbound links per page, however.
A web-based technology developed originally by Macromedia but now owned by Adobe. It can
be used on websites to provide animations and clever effects, but can be detrimental to SEO
efforts due to the nature of the code. Other technologies such as JQuery and Javascript can be
used to provide a similar user experience whilst not detrimentally affecting the site’s SEO.
The process by which you optimize Flash content for SEO purposes. See Flash.
Submission-required forms on websites can block pages behind them from being crawled and
indexed by search engines.
A way of embedded a document within another – one HTML within another HTML document,
for example, so you can display the content of one website within a frame on another. Can lead
to issues with spidering as spiders sometimes have difficulty crawling within the frame. They
can also lead to poor user experiences if not implemented elegantly.
See Caffeine.
See the Friendly URLs module.
G
See Doorway Page.
Geolocation applications, hosted on smartphones, offer users an option of sharing their
locations with their social networks. This enables very customer-specific deals and promotions
to be offered to users. Examples, are www.foursquare.com, www.gowalla.com,
www.brightkite.com, www.footfeed.com.
Targeting a searcher through the use of advertising based on their location. See Geolocation.
Tracking goals is a key process in SEO. It can be as simple as a user finding their way to a page
within your site or a number of pageviews you want to achieve (maybe to monitor if you've
improved the ease of use of your site or content after a website redesign); or a sale of a
particular product or any product; it could be sending an enquiry to your client's organization
or signing up as a new registered user of your company's newsletter; or it could be reaching a
'thank you page' after an order has been placed. In short, it is simply a user completing a
behaviour you deem to be of value to your organization. You may want to run different goals
side by side to measure the success of different types of campaigns (e.g. to compare an SEO
campaign with a PPC one).
Pretty big US company. You should really have heard of it. www.google.com is the most popular
search engine used today in the Western World (In China and Russia, Baidu and Yandex
dominate the search engine marketplace respectively). For stats on the latest search engine
market shares, go to http://gs.statcounter.com.
Google Pay Per Click contextual advertisement program, very common way of basic website
advertisement.
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Google AdSense
Google Analytics

Google Bombs
Google Sandbox
Google Search Inventory (GSI)
Google Suggest

Google Hacks

Grey Hat SEO
Guestbook spam
Head terms

Hidden Content

Hilltop Algorithm
HTML
Hyperlinks

Importance

Impressions
Inbound Links
Index

Index/Indexing

Informational Searches
Interlinking Farms
Internal linking
Java
JavaScript

KEI

Keyword

A system Google uses for serving ads based on website content. See
https://www.google.com/adsense for more details.
An analytics package produced by Google. With it you can monitor traffic, conversions, revenue
and a whole host of other metrics. Google provides both a free version and a paid real-time
version.
The process of purposively getting a page to rank in the SERPs for a term unrelated to the
content of the webpage, often used for comic or satirical purposes – see this page for
examples: http://www.searchenginepeople.com/blog/incredible-google-bombs.html.
See this page for a theory: https://www.webduckdesigns.com/pages/websiteresources/sandbox.php
Banners, and other types of advertising units which can be synchronized to search keywords.
Includes pop-ups, browser toolbars and rich media.
The system whereby Google automatically suggests what you may be searching for dynamically
as you type your search term.
Techniques SEOs use to research SEO metrics. Examples include: ALLINTITLE, LINK:, ALLINURL,
ALLINBODY. They are used by SEOs to try and gauge competition levels for certain keywords,
e.g. Authoritas performs a lot of these hacks automatically. Here's a few articles on the subject:
http://www.seohosting.com/blog/articles/what-is-allintitle-search/
http://www.marcandangel.com/2007/07/25/7-clever-google-tricks-worth-knowing/
SEO techniques which don’t easily fall into either White Hat or Black Hat categories.
Will lead to Google penalties. See blog spam and comment spam.
H
Also called short tail. Short keyphrases, usually meaning either one word (i.e. keywords) or two
word keyphrases.
Search engines cannot crawl through every page in every website around the world. There will
always be content the search engines cannot reach – e.g. hidden behind secure logins, or
online forms (which search engines aren't going to automatically fill in of course), poor link
structure, or content in non-HTML formats (Flash e.g.). Webmasters can get round such
problems by ensuring they use alt tags and using text transcripts for audio and videos or just
summaries with good use of campaign (i.e. monitored) keywords.
A theory relating to the authority that can be attributed to a website or a piece of content on a
site by looking at the link structure.
Hypertext Markup Language – the essential building block of the web.
A link from one document (webpage e.g.) to another.
I
Otherwise defined as perceived value. One of the factors search engines take into account
when ranking a user's search results. In SEO, this is the basis by which search engines rank
search engine results. How do they calculate a site's appropriate level of importance? They
largely assume that the more popular the sites they have found in their index for that keyword
or keyphrase, the more important they consider them. See also Relevance.
The number of times a PPC ad is served (i.e. displayed to a searcher).
See Backlinks, (See also: link building, link strategies)
The collection of information a search engine has that searchers can query against. With
crawler-based search engines, the index is typically copies of all the web pages they have found
from crawling the web. With human-powered directories, the index contains the summaries of
all web sites that have been categorized.
The process by which search engines organize the data they retrieve from crawling websites. If
they didn't index the results, they wouldn't be able to return search results quite as quickly as
they do.
Non-transactional, non-commercial searches, designed to simply answer a question or help in
some way with a searcher's research. A searcher's intention here is usually simply to click and
then read.
See Link Farms.
Links between pages on one site. Having good internal link structures is another significant
factor to take into account when conducting site audits. See also Orphan Pages.
J
A programming language, not to confused with JavaScript.
JavaScript in relation to SEO can sometimes provide some problems for search engines trying to
crawl your site.
K
Keyword effectiveness index (or indicator). A calculation devised by an SEO called Sumantra
Roy which aims to help identify which keywords have high search volumes but proportionally
little competition. The following article explains how it is calculated and how it might require
amending: http://www.webproguide.com/articles/Choosing-Keywords-The-Truth-about-KEI/
The words (or word) a searcher enters into a search engine's search box. Also used to refer to
the terms a search engine marketer hopes a particular page will be found for. Also called
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Keyphrase
Keyword Density

Keyword Difficulty

Keywords in domain
Keyword Prominence
Keyword Proximity
Keyword Ranking
Keyword stuffing
Keyword Visits
Key Performance Metrics (KPMs)/Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs)
Landing Pages

Landing Page Optimisation

Link

Link Bait
Link Bombing
Link Building
Link Juice
Link Farms
Link Popularity
Link Spam
Link Velocity
Link Wheels
Listings

Long tail
Long tail business theory
Manipulative Linking
Manual Submission
Market Visibility
Meta Data
Meta Content Type

keywords, query terms or query.
Two or more keywords.
The proportion of keywords used in the content of a webpage. This is taken into account by
search engines as a means of attempting to determine efforts to game the SERPs. See also
Keyword Stuffing.
Essential this phrase refers to the difficulty of your site ranking for a particular keyword or
keyphrase, depending upon the search volumes and the nature of the competitors also ranking
for that keyword.
Whether the keywords you are targeting appear in your domain name. Google has (in October
2010) announced an update which is likely to affect sites which have been setup with exact
match domains in order simply to rank for competitive terms.
The prominence of a keyword on a webpage.
The nearness or proximity of a keyword instance on a webpage to another instance of the same
keyword on the same page.
The rank for your domain for a particular phrase. See the Monitored Keywords module.
The process by which you fill your site's content with repetitive keyword strings in order to
make it more visible to search engines. It doesn't usually work – search engines' algorithms are
too clever.
The organic visits you have received for a particular keyword or keyphrase. See the Keyword
Visits module.
Targets you can set in order to monitor your website’s performance. See the Results vs Target
module.
L
The page on your website where a user 'lands' after following an inbound link. This page should
therefore create a good impression and contact nice sticky content.
Marketers attempt to improve conversion rates by testing various landing page options (often
through split A-B testing). You need to consider navigation, layout and copy, as well as backlink
profiles and keyword use.
No-one knows for sure how search engines attribute value to the backlinks to your site, but the
following factors are thought to be important:

Global popularity of the linking domain

Local/topic-specific popularity

Anchor text used

TrustRank

Relevancy of the linking page or domain to your page or domain
See Viral Marketing.
See Google Bomb.
The process whereby a website owner or agency (on behalf of its clients) builds backlinks to a
website in order to help improve a website's SEO performance. See the following article on
effective link building strategies: http://bit.ly/jvlCnJ
The value of a backlink.
The process of setting up networks in order to provide link juice to a target domain. Considered
to be black hat SEO.
A raw count of how "popular" a page is based on the number of backlinks it has. It does not
factor in link context or link quality, which are also important elements in how search engines
make use of links to impact rankings.
Manipulative practices used in link building. Following Google’s Panda and Penguin updates in
2011/2012, most forms of link spam would lead to warnings and/or penalties from Google.
The rate at which a domain is acquiring links.
A Black Hat technique used to artificially inflate the backlink profile of a target domain.
Listings: The information that appears on a search engine's results pages (SERPs) in response to
a search
Long tail refers to the frequency distribution of some group of items: for example, if you have a
number of products, long tail might refer to those products that generate a small number of
sales. However, usually long tail simply translates as keyphrases containing 4, 5 or more
keywords. Long tail often lead to high conversion rates and low search volumes.
An idea developed by Chris Anderson. (See Long Tail, Mid Term and Head Term)
M
See Link Farms and Link Wheels.
The process of manually submitting your website for inclusion in a search engine’s index.
See the Market Visibility module – a module which can be used to identify the potential
marketplace for your top-trafficked search terms and display your share of that market.
Tagged content in a webpage. See Meta Tags and Meta Data Descriptions and Title Tags as
examples.
A definition of a content type in a webpage providing through the means of an identifying
attribute in a meta tag.
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Meta Description

Meta Keywords
Meta Search Engine
Metatag(s)
Meta Robots tag
Mid term
Monitored Keywords

Navigational Searches
New Visits
No Archive
No follow
No Index
NoODP
No Snippet
NoYDir

Orphan Pages
Organic Goal Conversions
Organic Search Results or Organic
Listings
Outreach SEO
On-Site SEO
Outbound links

PLT (Page Load Time)

PageRank
Pageviews
Paid Inclusion
Paid links
Paid listings

Paid Placement

The descriptive you see under the organic search results headings. These are not used by
search engines to assess rankings, but can help users decide whether your site is relevant to
their query. You therefore need to use these wisely. Most search engines limit these to around
150-160 characters and will highlight the instances of a user's keyword in the description.
Meta Description Tag: Allows page authors to say how they would like their pages described
when listed by search engines.
A meta tag which was used to identify the keywords a page should rank for, but now no longer
of any value SEO-wise due to its over use.
A search engine that gets listings from two or more other search engines, rather than through
its own efforts.
Information placed in a web page not intended for users to see but instead which typically
passes information to search engine crawlers, browser software and some other applications.
Allows page authors to keep their web pages from being indexed by search engines, especially
helpful for those who cannot create robots.txt files. See Robots.txt.
A keyphrase made up of 3-4 keywords.
The keywords you are monitoring for keyword ranking checks. See the Monitored Keywords
module.
N
A description of where a searcher often types all or most of the site's url into a search engine in
order to confirm the actual correct url before clicking through to the target site.
New visits to your site, as opposed to returning visitors.
A Meta Tag used to prevent search engines from saving cached copies of a site's pages.
A Meta Tag used to prevent search engines from following links.
A Meta Tag which tells a search engine not to pass link juice from one linking domain to
another. See the Backlink Analysis and Competitive Link Quality modules.
A Meta Tag which tells a search engine not to display a descriptive snippet of the page from the
DMOZ database.
A Meta Tag used to prevent snippets appearing in the SERPs.
A Meta Tag which tells a search engine not to display a descriptive snippet of the page from the
Yahoo directory database.
O
Pages which are orphaned have no internal links to them. If you want them indexed by the
search engines, it is essential to resolve such an issue.
See Conversions.
Otherwise, called natural search results. Simply put, these are the listings which display the
results from a search engine query in order of relevance. SEO is the practice of trying to
improve placement within these results (and other stuff too – increasing traffic and
conversions, e.g.). Sites appear solely because a search engine has deemed it editorially
important for them to be included, regardless of payment.
Link building and outreach. See the Off Site section.
Optimising your internal site structure and content. See the On Site section.
Links on a particular web page leading to other web pages on another domain.
P
An important metric when you consider that the internet allows answers to be at the tip of
people's fingers – literally. If your website's (or those of your client) load too slowly, it's all too
easy for someone to get impatient, click the back button on a browser and follow a link to a
competitor’s website. Most SEO tools will monitor your PLTs regularly. It helps whenever you're
adjusting the content of a website to ensure that it's not detrimental to the PLT as this could
lose the website customers.
A link analysis algorithm named after Larry Page, one of Google’s founder. SEOs have mixed
views as to its use and importance nowadays.
Another metric measured by analytics packages, such as Google Analytics, Coremetrics or
Omniture. Ideally, you want a good number of pageviews per visit as it will suggest that users
find your site engaging (see Sticky Content).
Advertising program where pages are guaranteed to be included in a search engine's index in
exchange for payment, although no guarantee of ranking well is typically given.
Backlinks which have been paid for. Google will penalize sites if it can determine that you have
been buying backlinks instead of developing them naturally. In 2012, Google penalized and
delisted some well-known websites which sold backlinks.
Listings that search engines sell to advertisers, usually through paid placement or paid inclusion
programs. In contrast, organic listings are not sold.
Advertising program where listings are guaranteed to appear in response to particular search
terms, with higher ranking typically obtained by paying more than other advertisers. Paid
placement listings can be purchased from a portal or a search network. Search networks are
often set up in an auction environment where keywords and phrases are associated with a
cost-per-click (CPC) fee. Overture and Google are the largest networks, but MSN and other
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Panda
Penguin
Pathways
Pay-for-Performance

Performance Monitoring

Popularity

PPC (Pay per Click)

PPC v Organic

Query

Rank

Ranking Factors

Reciprocal Link / Linking
Referring Domains

Rel Canonical Tags

Relevance
Results Pages

portals sometimes sell paid placement listings directly as well. Portal sponsorships are also a
type of paid placement.
A major algo update from Google, released in Feb 2011, aimed primarily at penalizing low
quality websites. See Content.
A significant update announced in April 2011 designed to penalize over optimized websites.
The journey users take in reaching landing pages from typing certain search terms to clicking on
certain links and reaching certain pages.
Term popularized by some search engines as a synonym for pay-per-click, stressing to
advertisers that they are only paying for ads that "perform" in terms of delivering traffic, as
opposed to CPM-based ads, where ads cost money, even if they don't generate a click.
See the Performance Monitoring module. This table shows your key site metrics, and compares
them against their values at the start of your campaign. This data is all taken directly from your
Google Analytics data feed.
Broadly speaking, if a search engine considers a webpage, site or document to be popular, it
will consider it of more value to a speaker. Good SEO analysis should help your site, documents
and other searchable files become more popular. As an experiment, try typing in some very
general search terms and see what Google 'thinks' is the most popular sportsman, politician,
food. It can be anything.
Paid results or Pay Per Click is the process of advertising at the top or side of the natural listings
in order to improve the visibility of what you can offer a user. If a user clicks on your ad, you pay
the search engine for that click. See CPC and CTR.
If you're an SEO agent or consultant, then your clients may well already be paying for PPC ads.
Helping them to compare what click throughs they could achieve through improved SEO
analysis, in turn leading to better organic search results is one key area which can be used in
order to demonstrate the real benefits of SEO and website optimisation, i.e. designing a well
put together and content sticky website and using SEO analysis is going to prove to be a more
profitable business model than simply building a nice-looking (but badly coded) website and
then simply paying for PPC ads in order to try and force web users through to your poor
website. After all, good SEO means that the organic search results users see is more likely to
fulfill their need or answer their enquiry which means that user is more likely to purchase
products or services from your site than if they were simply following a PPC ad. Most users
follow their organic search results rather than clicking on the PPC ads.
Q
See Search Term.
R
How well a particular web page or web site is listed in a search engine results. For example, a
web page about apples may be listed in response to a query for "apples." However, "rank"
indicates where exactly it was listed -- be it on the first page of results, the second page or
perhaps the 200th page. Alternatively, it might also be said to be ranked first among all results,
or 12th, or 111th. Overall, saying a page is "listed" only means that it can be found within a
search engine in response to a query, not that it necessarily ranks well for that query. Also
called position.
It is an ongoing contentious issue as to what factors are used by search engines to determine
the order of organic results. Search engines won't explicitly specify state what factors they take
into account (and to what degree) when deciding upon the results they decide to provide to a
user, so it is often a question of experience and experimentation to see what changes to a
particular website have positive or negative effects on that site's rankings for certain keywords.
Nevertheless, there is a general consensus that the following factors can all have an effect on a
site's rankings:

On-Site structure

Content and relevancy

Title tags

Backlink profiles

Social media sharing
A link exchange between two sites.
A domain which links to your domain, i.e. which is providing a backlink to your domain. See the
Referring Domain Analysis module.
Helps to deal with the issue of duplicate content on a site. You include this tag in your header
text and it effectively tells a search engine to treat one page as a duplicate of another. See
these articles for further reading: http://www.seomoz.org/blog/canonical-url-tag-the-mostimportant-advancement-in-seo-practices-since-sitemaps
http://blog.whatclinic.com/2011/06/how-not-to-use-the-relcanonical-tag.html
The process by which a search engine determines whether a particular document, image, video
or webpage is relevant to a searcher's query. Relevancy has been described as a search engine's
mantra. See also Ranking.
After a user enters a search query, the page that is displayed, is call the results page.
Sometimes it may be called SERPs, for "search engine results page." Source: Webmaster World
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Robot
Robots.txt

ROI

Sales Attribution
Sandbox Effect

Search Engines

Search Engine Marketing

Search Intentions
Search Results (organic)
Search Terms
SEM
SEMPO

SEO

Separators
SERPS
Shopping Search
Short-tail
Site: COMMAND
Site Audit(s)
Sitelinks
Site Sources
Sitemap
Social Bookmarking
Social Media Optimisation or Social
Media Marketing (SMO/SMM)
Spiders / Spidering
Spam
Sponsored Listings
Static URLs

Sticky Content

Forums
See Spider / Spidering.
A file on a web server which can be used to keep web pages from being indexed by search
engines.
Stands for "Return On Investment" and refers to the percentage of profit or revenue generated
from a specific activity. For example, one might measure the ROI of a paid listing campaign by
adding up the total amount spent on the campaign (say $200) versus the amount generated
from it in revenue (say $1,000) - an ROI would then be 500%.
S
The process of attributing a sale to a certain process or pathway.
See Google Sandbox.
Any service generally designed to allow users to search the web or a specialized database of
information. Some smaller search engines actually use backend processing from the likes of
Google. Ask!, for example, will show a 'Powered by Google' logo next to its search results. What
this means that if you optimize to rank well within Google, this should have a knock-on effect to
the results users see when they’re using the smaller engines.
The act of marketing a web site via search engines, whether this be improving rank in organic
listings, purchasing paid listings or a combination of these and other search engine-related
activities.
To find, solve, learn, buy, fix, treat, understand, discover, etc. You need to consider the intention
of the searcher when assessing keywords during keyword research phases of any SEO
campaign.
See SERPs.
See Keywords.
Acronym for search engine marketing and may also be used to refer to a person or company
that does search engine marketing (i.e., "They're an SEM firm).
SEMPO: Search Engine Marketing Professional Organization, a non-profit organization, formed
to increase the awareness of and educate people on the value of search engine marketing.
Stands for Search Engine Optimisation. Put simply, it is the process by which you analyse and
then improve a website's internal links and content, together with its external links (inbound
links) in order to help it rank higher in search engine results and gain your website more traffic
and conversions. Also called SEM. SEO can also refer to a person who works in SEM and carries
out SEO tasks. Please note, however, that It is often as bad to 'over optimize' (see Penguin) as it
is to 'under optimize'. Don't try too hard therefore, but try to get the balance right.
Hyphens, underscores and plus signs are all examples of separators. Search engines don't like
some of these, but are ok with others when they're used in URLs. Fixing this can help.
It simply means Search Engine Results Pages.
Shopping search engines allow shoppers to look for products and prices in a search
environment. Premium placement can be purchased on some shopping search indices.
See head terms.
A Google Hack which can be used to estimate the number of pages a website has indexed by a
search engine.
The process of assessing a website’s structure and content, usually carried out by SEOs (See
also: Competitive Site Audits).
Those links you sometimes see in the SERPS in blocks under the meta description of a particular
result.
Sources of traffic to a website.
A file used by search engine to identify site structure.
Getting people to bookmark your site will reflect well in your site's rankings. Similarly, it is
generally a good idea to setup a company Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn page. See also
www.digg.com, www.delicious.com, www.stumbleupon.com, etc.
The process of optimising a website’s social engagement and sharing of its content on social
media sites.
See Crawling.
Any search engine marketing method that a search engine deems to be detrimental to its
efforts to deliver relevant, quality search results. Some search engines have written guidelines
about what they consider to be spamming, but examples include doorway pages or high
keyword density.
Otherwise, known as Paid Listings or PPC.
See also Dynamic URLs, CGI and Session IDs. Moving away from long, ugly urls to shorter,
friendlier and more descriptive urls can help your site's SEO performance. Software exists both
inside and outside CMSs to help make this process simple and painless.
Engaging content on a website that keeps a user on that site and which is hopefully good
enough to convert that visit into a sale or other goal. Having a content strategy is an important
part of any SEO campaign. Content can be produced by a site owner or bought from third party
specialist copywriters (See Copy/Copywriting).
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Strongest Site Pages

Submission

Title Tag (<title>)
“tanking”
Traffic

Traffic Sources

Transactional Searches

URLs

Vanity Keywords

Venice

Vince
Vertical Search Inclusion

Viral Marketing

Visits

White Hat

White Hat Cloaking

Widgetbait
Whois

XML Feeds

See the Strongest Site Pages module.
The act to submitting a URL for inclusion into a search engine's index. Unless done through paid
inclusion, submission generally does not guarantee listing. In addition, submission does not
help with rank improvement on crawler-based search engines unless search engine
optimization efforts have been taken. Submission can be done manually (i.e., you fill out an
online form and submit) or automated, where a software program or online service may
process the forms behind the scenes.
T
A Meta Tag which can be a significant ranking factor, if not overused. The Title Tag content is
displayed in the webpage’s tab at the top of the browser window.
When SEOs refer to a website having tanked, it usually refers to the website suffering a sudden
and significant drop in keyword rankings
Visitors to your site. The higher the number, the better, but also consider Conversion Rates,
Landing Page Optimisation and Bounce Rates.
This tells you how site visitors are reaching your site – whether directly (by typing your URL into
the address bar of their browser or using a bookmark or shortcut), through referring sites
(inbound links) or by using search engines. This is an important metric as it can indicate what
you might need to look at in order to improve traffic to your site.
If you're searching for a site selling a particular item so you can purchase it either online or
offline later, then you are conducting a transactional search. Transactional searches do not
always have to include keywords such as “buy” and “cheapest”. They are a good indication of a
searcher’s intention.
U
Stands for Uniform Resource Locator. From an SEO perspective, it is important to optimize you
URL addresses, but not too much. Don’t stuff them with keywords, but do include your target
keywords in the url where you can. Some browsers will impose limits to url lengths (2083 with
Internet Explorer, for example), but having shorter urls is going to make for a much nicer
experience for the user of your site and a lot of CMSs (e.g. Drupal) have modules allowing you
to easily make long urls more friendly both to search engines and users. See Friendly URLs.
V
Keywords which you would ideally like to rank your website for, but which are either unrealistic
due to the high level of competition for those terms or which will not result in good quality
traffic, e.g. visitors who purchase products or services.
A Google update released in February 2012, which provided localized search results for broad
match queries. This article explains it well: http://www.seomoz.org/blog/understand-and-rockthe-google-venice-update
A Google update named after a Google engineer which was relatively controversial in
appearing to give big brands a boost in the SERPs which Google’s Matt Cutts denied had been
the intention behind the update.
Inclusion in the searches for a particular content type – e.g. video.
The process of producing content which is rapidly, often due to its humourous nature. This can
result in a lot of backlinks and significant ranking improvement, especially for small
uncompetitive websites. www.dollarshaveclub.com is a good example of a small website (~30
pages suddenly ranking extremely well in a short period of time due to a promotional viral
th
video being shared rapidly and widely – published on the 6 March 2012 and which has
received 7m+ views on Youtube by October 2012, i.e. 1m views a month).
See Traffic.
W
Legitimate SEO methods utilized in order to improve a site's page rankings and gain more
traffic. Optimisation your site by producing good quality and relevant content is an example of
a white hat SEO technique. See also Black Hat and Grey Hat.
Cloaking is generally bad, but read this article for a debate on the issue of when it might be
permitted: http://searchengineland.com/the-long-road-to-the-debate-over-white-hat-cloaking14306
The practice of developing widgets with keyword targeted content in order to encourage
distribution and use of your widget in order to improve rankings. Matt Cutts discouraged use of
keyword-specific anchor text in widgets - http://www.stonetemple.com/articles/interviewmatt-cutts-061608.shtml
A protocol used for determining the ownership of websites.
X
A form of paid inclusion where a search engine is "fed" information about pages via XML,
rather than gathering that information through crawling actual pages. Marketers can pay to
have their pages included in a spider based search index either annually per URL or on a CPC
basis based on an XML document representing each page on the client site. New media types
are being introduced into paid inclusion, including graphics, video, audio, and rich media.
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